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ABSTRACT

Food choices can create and maintain group membership, also distinguishing groups
based on dietary preferences and the perceived social value of foods. The food behaviors of
social elites within complex societies are often governed by differential access and cultural
factors determining the menu within a regional ecology. This study employs bioarchaeological
and stable isotopic analyses to investigate the evidence for dietary variation of social elites
within the Late Horizon (A.D. 1470–1532) cemetery of Huaca Las Abejas at Túcume using
stable nitrogen and carbon isotopes. Paired teeth (early life diet) and bones (later life diet) were
sampled from 23 individuals to examine consistency in food behaviors related to age, biological
sex, and change over the life course. In total, 25 bone collagen, 33 bone apatite, 32 dentin
collagen, and 30 enamel apatite samples were analyzed (n=120). Results suggest a mixed diet
containing a high proportion of C4 resources and a dietary protein source elevated in δ13C. This
research revealed statistically significant differences between bone and tooth δ15N and δ13Csc,
adult and juvenile dentin δ15N and δ13Ccol, male and female bone δ15N, δ13Ccol, and dentin δ13Ccol.
Paired tissues displayed statistically significant differences between δ15N and δ13Csc. The results
of this multi-isotope and multi-tissue study indicate individual dietary patterns shifted through
life and gendered dietary variation existed at Túcume during the Late Horizon. These results
enhance the limited published isotopic literature on Andean Late Horizon north coast dietary
variation, offering new insight into the food behaviors of social elites living under Inca
administration.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

The most intimate way humans interact with the environment is through the food they
consume. As a result, knowledge about the diet of ancient populations is an important factor in
reconstructing aspects of life in the past (Ambrose and Norr, 1993). Humans must eat to survive,
and this biological obligation ensures many daily activities revolve around food procurement,
processing, preparation, serving, and consumption (Atalay and Hastorf, 2006). This begs the
question, why do humans eat different foods? Unlike other animals, human “food” becomes a
socially constructed category especially in complex societies where food choices often signal
group membership, but also set groups apart based on dietary preferences (Fischler, 1988; Mintz
and DuBois, 2002). Diverse food behaviors in a complex society emerge as the result of social,
political, economic, and religious beliefs that may vary according to social status, age, and
gender differences. These interconnected factors influence the production, distribution, and
differential utilization of available food resources within complex human societies (Gumerman,
1997). In the Andean region of South America, food choice behaviors and social identity are
closely intertwined (Happel, 2012; Turner et al., 2018), making stable isotope analysis an
effective methodology for exploring patterns in food decisions influenced by social
categorizations in ancient Peru.
On the arid pacific north coast of Peru, grave looting and variable preservation of skeletal
remains may prevent or complicate bioarchaeological investigations conducted in this region.
However, the well-preserved human skeletal remains recovered from a Late Horizon cemetery
(A.D. 1470–1532) of inferred social elites at Túcume provide an exceptional opportunity to
address questions regarding the influence of social complexity on patterning human food choices
through bioarchaeological and stable isotopic analysis. This study adds to the current isotopic
1

research on the Peruvian north coast where a gap exists in the published literature focused on the
Late Horizon (Turner and Klaus, 2020). At the broadest level this study asks:
•

What is the evidence for dietary variation among the social elites of Huaca Las
Abejas in this Late Horizon cemetery (A.D. 1470–1532) at Túcume, Peru?

Purpose
The purpose of this study is to explore the stable carbon and nitrogen isotopic evidence
for dietary variation of social elites in the Huaca Las Abejas cemetery at Túcume, Peru during
the Late Horizon (A.D. 1470–1532). At this time, Túcume was administered by Inca Empire
(Sandweiss, 1995a), providing an interesting window into the lives of social elites under Inca
rule. Stable isotopes provide a quantifiable measure to investigate food systems through the
biomolecules recoverable from the bones and teeth of individuals buried in this cemetery.
Carbon and nitrogen isotopic ratios obtained from the skeletal samples are used as a dietary
proxy to characterize the dietary variation present within this inferred social group. This study
will compare the isotopic ratios obtained from teeth representing set periods of early life, while
long bones and ribs represent shorter term diet (years before death) to assess intra-individual
dietary variation. If there is intra-individual variation present among paired tissues, it will be
interpreted in terms of change over the life course and used to examine dietary history for the
individuals buried in this cemetery.
The goal of this study is to assess evidence of dietary variation obtained from human
tissues and connect this with possible social explanations for variation present in food systems of
past complex societies. This bioarchaeological study engages with contextual information, such
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as Andean perceptions of gender and Late Horizon politicized food behaviors, to interpret the
results of stable carbon and nitrogen isotopic analysis.
Research Questions
1. Did adult and juvenile social elites from Huaca Las Abejas cemetery at Túcume share
similar food choice behaviors?
2. Did the adult male and female social elites of Huaca Las Abejas share similar food
choice behaviors?
3. Did the dietary choices of individual social elites remain consistent throughout their
life course?
The aforementioned research questions will be addressed using stable isotopic data
obtained from 23 individuals excavated from a Late Horizon, (A.D. 1470–1532) cemetery on the
Peruvian north coast. These individuals represent the remains of one newborn aged between
birth–6 months, one infant (6–18 months), five individuals in early childhood (2–5 years), one
individual in late childhood (aged 6–10 years), one individual in early adolescence (11–14
years), four young adults (20–34 years), and ten middle-aged adults (aged 35–50 years). Of the
fourteen adult individuals there are two young adult males, two young adult females, six middleaged adult males, and four middle-aged adult females. Despite preservation concerns, the
samples produced excellent results. At this time, there are no other data available from the site of
Túcume making this research an important first step for future intra-site comparisons. These
results can be compared to previously published datasets to explore regionally patterned
variation.
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Thesis Organization
Chapter Two of this thesis is a literature review beginning with a brief discussion of
mortuary archaeology focusing on the manner in which cemeteries have been analyzed by
archaeologists to infer aspects of complex social organization and their application on the north
coast. The next section in Chapter Two will detail the theoretical approach used to interpret this
dataset in relation to social classification and change over the life course. The following section
provides the archaeological background, reviewing previous investigations conducted at Túcume
and situating the site within the broader regional and temporal context. The final section in
Chapter Two introduces stable isotopes and the application in bioarchaeology followed by a
short overview of human skeletal biology in relation to tissue formation and bone turnover.
Chapter Three will detail the materials and methods used in this study including the osteological
methods for estimating age at death and sex, and the stable isotope lab protocols used to extract
collagen and pretreat bioapatite for analysis. This chapter concludes with a description and
justification of the quantitative methods applied to this dataset. The stable isotopic results will be
provided in Chapter Four. Chapter Five is a discussion of these results interpreted through the
guiding theoretical lens, addressing their relevance to each research question. Chapter Six offers
concluding remarks summarizing the implications of this research, acknowledging the
limitations, and highlighting areas for further research.
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CHAPTER 2: BACKGROUND

This chapter introduces the conceptual foundation for inferring aspects of lived
experience through mortuary treatment. This ultimately frames the contextual analysis of human
remains in complex societies. The underlying biocultural theory used to interpret patterns within
cemetery populations is introduced in this chapter with respect to the bioarchaeological
investigation of variation within a specific social group of inferred elites. The temporal and
regional context of Túcume is also considered within Andean archaeology as a whole. An
introduction to the methods and challenges within stable isotopic analysis and a brief review of
the application to Andean bioarchaeological questions reveals useful patterns and potential
comparative data sets.
Social Complexity
A complex society is broadly defined here as displaying a differentiation of
interdependent social roles resulting from a division of labor in terms of control of production
and administration (Kushner, 1969). Social differentiation may lead to the formation of
hierarchically organized ranked social statuses within a society. In a hierarchical society, a
smaller group of social elites occupy a limited number of elevated positions of power related to
their control of labor and/or resource surplus (Hayden, 2001). Conversations of status are
tethered to the concept of capital, defined as accumulated labor or energy (surplus) (Bourdieu,
1986). More importantly, social capital is the ability to access these “actual or potential” stored
resources through an individual’s relationships within a social network (Bourdieu, 1986). It is the
expectation that individuals occupying lower social statuses have less social capital and therefore
less access to certain resources than those occupying an elevated position. This inequality may
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produce adverse effects that disproportionately affect the lived experiences of individuals and
entire groups occupying lower social statuses (Sapolsky, 2004). Archaeologists can investigate
evidence for hierarchy in the past through multiple sources of data. One source of data has been
the analysis of variation in human mortuary treatment within ancient cemeteries (Chapman,
2003; Pearson, 1999; Rakita, 2018). This study is not focused on mortuary analysis, yet the
burial context used to infer status and group membership warrants a discussion of the application
of archaeological mortuary theory.
Mortuary Theory in Archaeology
Mortuary theory as used by archaeologists is informed by ethnohistoric observations of
funerary practices, viewing human burials as materializations of social identities and differences
within complex societies (Pearson, 1993; 1999). Archaeological correlates used to infer a ranked
society often rely on the presence of variation in mortuary treatment (Peebles and Kus, 1977).
While complex heterarchical social organization also warrants archaeological investigation
(Crumley, 1995), the following section focuses on funerary practices suggestive of hierarchical
social organization. Mortuary treatment refers to all funerary processes conducted during the
disposal of the dead within a particular society such as burial location, body positioning, or the
inclusion of grave goods. This formalized process varies cross-culturally and leaves patterned
material traces (Pearson, 1999). Mortuary archaeology rests on the assumption that funerary
practices and body treatment reflect realities of social life and individual lived experiences
(Babić, 2005; Binford, 1971; Chapman, 2003; Goldstein, 2006; Rakita, 2018).
Mortuary theory in archaeology is informed by cross-cultural studies of the ways the
living deal with the universal experience of death on a social and practical level (Chesson, 2001;
Hertz, 1960; van Gennep, 1960). The social life of an individual creates and maintains
6

relationships affecting the perceptions, attitudes, and behaviors of other members of their social
group (Binford, 1971; Pearson, 1993). This relational identity is referred to as the social persona
and is maintained by the deceased during life and reflected in their mortuary treatment through
funerary rituals (Binford, 1971; Saxe, 1971). Those with more social capital are presumed to
elicit a higher investment in their funerary treatment, which typically reflects a higher social
status. However, whether the burial represents the social persona or the views of the living
depends on the theoretical perspective of the researcher.
Two generalized paradigms of thought persist in mortuary archaeology; the processual,
which views burials as direct representations of the deceased social status in life (Binford, 1971;
Saxe, 1971), while the postprocessualists view burials as reflecting the attitudes of the living
towards the dead. In the latter view, a burial is not a crystallization of a social reality, the dead
remain active, and the burial context can be staged to present or manipulate ideals to the living
(Hodder, 1984; Pearson, 1999, Quinn and Beck, 2016). However, when limited to assessing
material culture “…all the fashionable buzzwords borrowed from the vocabulary of
anthropology, philosophy and sociology have been imported into the debate, without touching
upon the real archaeological experience of dealing with actual objects.” (Babić, 2005:79). In
essence, archaeologists are often limited to the examination of a few fundamental components of
human burials: location, interment structure, the remains of the deceased, and grave goods
(Eekhout and Owens, 2015). As a result, archaeological methods for classifying variation in
mortuary treatment still rest on processual typologies as a foundation for investigating social
hierarchy barring ethnohistoric or iconographic clues.
One underlying assumption of processual models for inferring social inequality through
mortuary treatment is based on energy expenditure. The basic premise being the burials of higher
7

status individuals would on average be more elaborate with higher quantity and/or quality of
associated artifacts and tomb construction (Tainter, 1978). The quantity or perceived quality of
any associated artifacts (grave goods), body positioning, grave location, individual or collective
burial, and interment structure are all aspects of mortuary treatment that can be assessed relative
to demographic profiles within a cemetery to offer clues to social organization. Differential
mortuary treatment, such as the perceived quality of certain grave goods, is then used as a proxy
to infer social inequality. These mortuary indicators are ranked categorically according to
increasing complexity, assuming the more time and energy it takes transport (exotic goods) or
manufacture the object signals that it holds a greater value (Tainter, 1978). Conversely, the grave
goods perceived “value” may be symbolic, signaling wealth of the individual or prestige only
recognizable through a particular cultural system (Pearson, 1999). A ranking of each of the four
components mentioned previously are amalgamated into typological categories used to
approximate relative social strata within an inferred hierarchy (Hayden, 2001; Peebles and Kus,
1977; Wason, 1994). The assumption is that individuals honored with greater burial wealth and
more elaborate interment structures were of a higher status, possessing more social capital in life.
Two important categories for describing social status rankings in a complex society are achieved
and ascribed status.
Achieved status is acquired based on the actions an individual performs during life and is
therefore modifiable (Wason, 1994). Achieved statuses are more likely to be specific elevated
positions based on the demonstrated personal ability of an individual. Achieved statuses can also
be categorical and related to progression through categoric, socially-relevant milestones specific
to age and sex. These positions may thus be reflected in a somewhat individualized mortuary
configuration after death. Conversely, ascribed status is hereditary, based on the circumstances
8

one is born into within a kinship system (Wason, 1994). Evidence for ascribed status visible in
the mortuary treatment of infants and children is often the first clue for inferring a kinship-based
system of social inequality (Peebles and Kus, 1977) as these individuals are unlikely to have
performed deeds to distinguish themselves during their short lives. Although these inferences are
based on mortuary data, they do not directly address the most important component of a burial,
the physical remains themselves.
Mortuary assemblages are defined as such by the very presence of human remains
(Sofaer, 2006) and bioarchaeological analyses of the skeleton offer information about the life of
the individual beyond the curated grave and funerary processes. With the data gained from
contextualized osteological analysis, patterned variation can be assessed with respect to the
demography of those buried within a cemetery.
Bioarchaeology
Bioarchaeology is defined as the contextual analysis of archaeological human remains
(Buikstra, 1977). This synthetic methodology analyzes human skeletons within their historical
and social context, applying a biocultural approach to reconstruct aspects of lived experience in
the past. The biocultural approach emphasizes a holistic consideration of the complex historical,
sociocultural, and environmental context in which humans exist, acknowledging their effect on
shaping human biology (Armelagos, 2003; Buikstra, 1977; Zuckerman and Armelagos, 2011). In
bioarchaeology, the contextualized analysis of osteological data is informed by social theory
(Buikstra and Beck, 2006) as daily life is inscribed on the body itself (Joyce, 2000; 2005;
Meskell, 1998). In this view, identity is not an inherent quality that an individual has or does not
have but one that is negotiated through daily practice (Jenkins, 2014) including food preferences,
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and thus may be investigated through the analysis of biological tissues. In stable isotopic
analysis, the adage “you are what you eat” encompasses this biocultural implication.
Human remains from archaeological assemblages can provide a direct opportunity to
explore variation within a population that would otherwise go unnoticed (Larsen, 2018).
Archaeological skeletal populations are well suited for researching questions related to intrapopulation variation when biological sex and age are likely important variables influencing
human social behavior (Larsen, 2015). Bioarchaeological analyses such as this study are
inherently multi-scalar, as the individual is the unit of analysis, but the population is the unit of
comparison (Knüsel, 2010). When viewing ancient food consumption as a habitual and
biologically compulsory practice, this reorients the perspective of this exploration as an
investigation of socially-mediated behaviors reflecting human classifications of the natural
world.
Biocultural Theory in Data Interpretation
The current study applies social identity theory and the life history approach to the study
of human remains from archaeological contexts to investigate diet by considering biocultural
sources of variation. This relates to differential food access in past complex societies and must be
considered in the expression of identity at the individual and group level. The expectation is that
at the community level, members of a social group live near one other. Nonetheless, group
members may work, eat, and play in different locations under variable circumstances on a daily
basis (Becker and Juengst, 2017) due to age and gender differences. It is recognized that social
group membership may take precedence over or cross-cut chronological age and sex categories
despite individually experienced differences (Joyce, 2000; Sofaer, 2011).
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Social Identity Theory
A social group is defined as two or more individuals sharing a common social
identification or perceiving themselves to be members of the same social category (Turner et al.,
1987). At the simplest level this defines “us” versus “them” as group members versus outsiders
(Cohen, 1978). This identification process is relational and a multi-dimensional mapping of the
social world (Jenkins, 2014). Social identities form through perceived shared group membership
on the basis of religion, social status, age, gender, or kinship affiliation and can be generational,
situational, or imagined (Knudson and Stojanowski, 2009). A core axiom of social identity
theory states that you can assume individuals who are part of a social group share more in
common than those outside of it (Tajfel, 1978). A social identity is not so much about staying the
same within a group; it is about maintaining sameness by being different enough from outsiders
(Jenkins, 2014; Tajfel, 1978; Taussig, 1993). At the largest level, group membership as a social
elite is inferred through similarity in mortuary treatment and exclusivity in burial location. Other
social groupings will be assessed through a comparison of variation within and between age
cohorts and biological sexes with the hope that these variables provide clues to socially-defined
categories.
Life History
The life history approach is applied here to interpret the stable isotope dataset with
respect to biologically defined stages of human growth and development to investigate change at
the level of the individual (Agarwal, 2016; Cox and Sealy, 1997; Sealy et al., 1995; Zvelebil and
Weber, 2013). The human life history strategy is biocultural and our ontogenic pacing is
impacted by energy allocation trade-offs occurring during growth and development (Kaplan et
al., 2000). The human biological trajectory is a product of primate evolutionary history and
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refers to the developmental survival strategies an organism employs to allocate energy to growth,
tissue maintenance, sexual maturity, reproduction, weaning, etc. (Bogin et al., 2007). Humans
categorically partition the human life course into age cohorts such as infant, child, adolescent,
adult, or elderly. These age cohorts correlate to a continuum of biological and chronological
similarities and differences resulting from growth and development, maturity, and senescence
(aging) (Agarwal, 2016). For bioarchaeologists, the individuals within these age cohorts are
assumed to share more in common than those outside of it. These age cohorts may correspond to
social identity categories that are recognized and given cultural significance (Sofaer, 2011).
Of particular importance to this discussion of age cohorts is the distinction between
adults and juveniles. While a comprehensive review of this concept is beyond the scope of this
section (see Halcrow and Tayles; 2008; 2011; Lillehammer, 1989; 2015; Perry, 2005), a
definition of “childhood” and “juvenile” is important for constructing interpretations of age
cohort dependent isotopic variation. Prolonged childhood is a life stage unique to humans
(Bogin, 1997) and classifications vary cross-culturally at the junction of sociocultural,
chronological, and biological age categories (Halcrow and Tayles, 2011; Perry, 2005).
Childhood refers to the period of dependency following infancy and weaning (approximately 2–3
years) to the onset of puberty in adolescence (approximately 10–14 years) (Halcrow and Tayles,
2008; Lillehammer, 1989). In infancy, there is a direct bodily dependency on the mother for
breast milk (Gowland and Halcrow, 2020) and a later childhood dependency on parents to
provide sustenance with external foodstuffs. This has implications for food behaviors and the
interpretation of isotopic data reflecting breastfeeding (Fogel et al., 1989; Fuller et al., 2006;
Tsutaya and Yoneda, 2015) and the consumed diet of juveniles dependent on parental food
choices or availability. For the purposes of this study, juveniles are defined as non-adults through
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the assessment of skeletal maturation. Juveniles are individuals belonging an age cohort with an
estimated biological age that is less than 20 years (birth to 19 years, following Buikstra and
Ubelaker, 1994). It is recognized that this broad classification encompasses multiple social
categories (including childhood) and developmental stages (Halcrow and Tayles, 2008; Sofaer,
2011).
Biological aging is a cumulative process that leaves a tangible record in biological tissues
including bones and teeth (Agarwal, 2016). These developmental and age-related changes can be
investigated through bioarchaeological methods, exploring processes of social change affecting
individuals (Agarwal, 2016; Zvelebil and Weber, 2013). Of particular interest to this research is
how socially mediated food systems may produce variability and/or change in food accessibility
between individuals over the life-course. Life history focuses on the individual and is a
biographical reconstruction of their unique experience throughout their life (Gilchrist, 2000). The
life history approach is well suited for assessment and comparison of intra-individual variation.
Multiple tooth and bone samples were taken from the same individuals to detect changes in
isotopic composition between early forming and later forming tissues in adult males and females
(Cox and Sealy, 1997; Fahy et al., 2017; Sealy et al., 1995).
With the focus on the lives of individuals, the life history approach is complimentary to
social identity theory, which looks at the collective. It is assumed that the social identity as an
elite is held constant and the variation observed within the isotopic ratios for this social group
can be explained through age cohort and biological sex differences. The goal is to determine if
life course dietary patterns, assessed through earlier forming and later forming tissues, are
influenced by gender using estimated biological sex as a proxy. By combining social identity
theory and life history, this study explores dietary variation through the entanglement of
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individual and socially determined food choice behaviors, comparing these patterns to the
broader regional context. This theoretical background will guide interpretations within the
sociopolitical, temporal, and ecological context of the ancient Andes, which will be introduced in
the following sections.
Andean Archaeology
This research contributes to a broader knowledge base concerning the geographically and
culturally diverse complex societies spanning the history of the central Andean region. The
formation of complex societies on the Peruvian coast and highlands dates at least to the third
millennium B.C. (Moseley, 2001). Many Pre-Hispanic complex societies included a wide array
of material artifacts within human graves such as intricate textiles, complex ceramic forms, and
precious metals. These artifacts reflect complex craft specialization and variation within these
mortuary assemblages can be used to infer variable social rankings. The societies of the ancient
Andes have been the subject of archaeological investigation since the mid-19th century due to
this dynamic regional complexity (Tantaleán, 2014).
Andean Chronology
The most widely utilized system of chronology for Andean cultural groups divides the
temporal stylistic transitions into phases of convergence (Horizons) and localized divergence
(Periods) (Moseley, 2001). These cultural phases were originally formulated through earlier
relative dating techniques of seriating chronological change in archaeological evidence such as
ceramic and architectural forms. Horizons refer to phases of stylistic homogeneity representing a
widespread unified cultural influence, while Periods are characterized by local regional stylistic
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developments (Moseley, 2001). Table 1 below provides a general Andean chronology displaying
regional culture groups.
Table 1: Andean chronology displaying regional cultural groups and time scale.

Time
Scale

Period/Horizon

A.D. 1532

Colonial

Spanish Conquest

1450

Late Horizon

Inca Imperial Expansion

1350
1250
1150

*North Coast*

Central Coast

Late
Intermediate
Period

Inca
Lambayeque
---Túcume--~A.D. 1050

Chancay

Wari
800
600
400

Middle Horizon

200

Early
Intermediate

600
800
1000
2000
3000 B.C.

Central
Highlands

Chimú

1000

---A.D.--200 B.C.
400

Southern
Highlands

Wanka

Pachacamac

Moche

Killke
Wari
Tiwanaku

Lima
Gallinazo
Salinar

Huarpa
Mirador
Ancon

Early Horizon
Cupisnique

Recuay

-

-

Pukara

Chiripa

-

Initial Period
Pachamachay
Preceramic Period

-

* = Region of interest. Darker shaded box indicates time period of burials in this study. North coast regional
development is shaded for emphasis. Bolded cultural groups are those with clear occupational influence at Túcume.
(Chronology adapted from Moseley, 2001; Narváez Vargas and Delgado Elías, 2011a; Sandweiss, 1995a)

The current study focuses on the north coast of Peru, where early complex societies
subsisted on the abundant marine resources of the Pacific (Moseley, 1995), later developing
large scale irrigation canals to transform the arid river valleys into cultivatable farmland
(Hayashida, 2006; Kosok, 1965; Netherly, 1984). The arid soils of the desert can lead to
excellent preservation of archaeological materials; however, high salinity and occasional
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flooding can cause extensive damage to archaeological (human) remains. The varied mortuary
contexts of the north coast have allowed previous researchers to assess social complexity and
hierarchy through the analysis of human burials (Alva and Donnan, 1993; Donnan, 1995;
Donnan and Mackey, 1978; Klaus et al., 2017; Mackey and Nelson, 2020; Millaire, 2004;
Shimada 1981; Shimada et al., 2004; Turner and Klaus, 2020; Verano, 1997).
Mortuary Archaeology on the Peruvian Coast
One considerable problem for Andean archaeologists revolves around the illicit antiques
trade which profits from the plundering of archaeological sites for the valuable metals and
ceramics (Alva, 2001). This practice has a long history dating back to at least the colonial period,
during which the Spanish tore open any and all visible monuments and tombs in search of the
valuable metals known to be included as offerings in indigenous burials (Alva, 2001; Smith,
2005). The ostentatiously furnished royal grave of the “Lord of Sipán” loaded with gold and
other precious metals discovered on the north coast (Alva and Donnan, 1993) set high
expectations for the mythologized pinnacle of mortuary richness and the lucky looter’s ultimate
score (Alva, 2001).
Today local huaqueros are well known members of communities who continue to make a
small profit out of looting archaeological sites (Contreras, 2010). The huaqueros dig small pits
that dot the desert coastal sites causing these landscapes to resemble the cratered surface of the
moon (Smith, 2005). Unfortunately, the best-preserved burials are the easiest targets, and many
conspicuous or clearly marked tombs have been looted, destroying the context, and frequently
disturbing the physical remains in the process. Despite the complications of preservation and
looting, archaeologists working on the Peruvian coast have conducted systematic analyses of the
mortuary practices of these complex societies. Given sufficient variation in mortuary treatment,
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hierarchical assessments provide information about the spectrum of social inequality and
stratification.
In a foundational study based on decades of work on the coast, Donnan (1995; Donnan
and Mackey, 1978) conducted a diachronic analysis of Moche funerary practices. This survey of
over 300 burials (ca. A.D. 200–800) from 18 archaeological sites provides a basis for inferring
social status from mortuary treatment. The Moche were a highly stratified large state level polity
with a presence on the north coast in the Lambayeque valley (Moseley, 2001) with a complex
array of mortuary practices. From royal tombs (Alva and Donnan, 1993) to paupers, funerary
treatment was deliberate and followed an organized program (Donnan, 1995). Moche social
status is inferred through funerary treatment and based on classification and ranking of the
following criteria: encasing of corpse, funerary chamber construction, quantity and quality of
grave goods, and location (Donnan, 1995). One characteristic of particular interest included in
location is the proximity to mortuary platform mounds (huacas), which are discussed in more
detail later in this chapter.
Within this coastal mortuary program, higher status individuals are buried around the foot
of the huacas, while the highest ranking are interred on top, under, or inside a shaft tomb within
the structure itself (Donnan, 1995; Shimada et al., 2004). Shimada et al. (2004) also conducted a
mortuary analysis on the subsequent Middle Sicán (A.D. 900–1100) period burials on the north
coast. The Lambayeque people at the site of Huaca Loro interred higher status individuals within
shaft tombs cut into or around huacas. Shimada et al. (2004) compared the inferred elite burials
to lower status individuals at the site, noting an “inverse relationship” between social status and
distance to the huacas, meaning the closer to the sacred structure the higher the inferred status
(Shimada et al., 2004:388). Similarly, a more recent study of coastal elite burials by Mackey and
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Nelson (2020) observed variation in the burial practices at the Late Horizon (A.D. 1470–1532)
site of Farfán. At Farfán, many elites were buried on tiered huaca platforms, further
corroborating the utilization of these sacred spaces as mortuary monuments and important burial
locations.
There are visible transitions in the funerary traditions of earlier cultural groups on the
north coast as local expressions of status were coopted and modified throughout the phases of
imperial occupation (Narváez Vargas, 1995b). However, this model based on increasing
complexity and huaca cemeteries as a high-status burial location can be applied to the mortuary
treatment of the Huaca Las Abejas cemetery to support their classification as social elites. This
analysis contributes to the ongoing investigations into Andean mortuary patterns on the north
coast.
Andean Bioarchaeology
Eekhout and Owens (2015) identify a promising trend in Andean mortuary studies as
researchers are increasingly emphasizing a bioarchaeological approach to address questions
about past lifeways through cemetery remains. The contribution of bioarchaeological
investigations to Andean mortuary studies can be seen in research integrating taphonomic
analysis to infer funerary process or postmortem modification (Baitzel, 2019; Forgey and
Williams, 2005; Klaus and Tam, 2015; Millaire, 2004; Nelson, 1998; Tung, 2008; Williams et
al., 2001; Verano, 1995; 2005; Verano et al., 1999), contextual analysis of paleopathology and
trauma (Klaus, 2012; Klaus et al., 2017; Marsteller et al., 2011; Scaffidi and Tung, 2020; Toyne,
2011; 2015; 2018; Tung, 2007; Verano, 2016), bioarchaeological investigations of pre-Hispanic
state and imperial influence (Baitzel, 2018; Tung, 2012; Sutter and Verano, 2007; Tung and
Knudson, 2011; Torres-Rouff et al., 2015), and osteological markers of individual and group
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identity such as cranial modification (Blom, 2005; Haun and Cock Carrasco, 2010; Torres-Rouff,
2020; Torres-Rouff and Knudson, 2017; Tung, 2021; Velasco, 2018; Velasco and Tung, 2021;
Verano and DeNiro, 1993).
The breadth of anthropological questions addressed through bioarchaeological research in
the Andean region demonstrates the distinct contribution of biocultural studies to our
understanding of life in the past. This study utilizes the bioarchaeological approach using stable
isotopic data to answer questions about food choice behaviors within a Late Horizon cemetery on
the Peruvian north coast. The site of Túcume provides an ideal location to address questions
related to social complexity through the isotopic analysis of human skeletal remains.
Site Introduction
Túcume is an extensive archaeological complex associated with the Lambayeque culture
measuring over 220 hectares located on the north coast of Peru in the La Leche river valley
(Figure 1). The site lies approximately 20 km east of the Pacific Ocean, about a day’s walk
roundtrip. The arid desert of the north coast rarely receives rainfall except during years where
sporadic ENSO (El Niño Southern Oscillation) events bring heavy downpours (Van Buren,
2001; Sandweiss, 1999). An extensive canal system irrigated and transformed the otherwise arid
land into cultivatable farmland capable of sustaining a large population (Heyerdahl, 1995a). The
recovery of numerous silver and copper artifacts, imported spondylus sp. shell (thorny oyster),
along with Inca ceramic forms and silver figurines decorated with exotic feathers provide
evidence of Túcume’s importance as a hub along a significant coastal network of exchange and
administration (Hayashida, 1999; Narváez Vargas, 1995b).
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Figure 1. Location of Túcume (red star) on the northern pacific coast of Peru (Map created using opensource
software QGIS with ESRI basemaps, 2021).

Previous Archaeological Investigations at Túcume
Túcume was first mentioned in text in the mid-16th century by the Spanish chronicler
Pedro Cieza de León (1984 [1553]) who reported the site as mostly uninhabited and in disrepair
by A.D. 1547. For centuries after, the site was largely avoided by the local people and became
stigmatized as a place where local brujos (medicine-men) communed with the power of pagan
spirits and “devils” (Heyerdahl, 1995a:11). In the late 19th century, German-born ethnologist and
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antiquities collector Henrich Brüning rediscovered Túcume during a tour of north coast
archaeological sites, calling it the most “conspicuous and grandiose” collection of ruins in the
region (Brüning, 1923 [1889]). During the 1930s, Alfred Kroeber (1930) conducted small scale
excavations at Túcume to establish a chronology on the north coast and produced the first scaled
sketch map of the site layout. Wendell Bennett (1939) continued this work to establish a basic
chronology of the region via seriation of ceramics. In the 1950s, archaeologist Richard Schaedel
(1951a; 1951b) and historian Paul Kosok (1959) conducted flyover surveys of the site. From
ground survey of architectural features and aerial photographs, Schaedel produced a more
accurate chronology and sketch map of the administrative core of Túcume; describing the site as
a “proto-urban” ceremonial center occupied by a small elite residential population (Schaedel,
1951a; 1951b). In the 1960s, archaeologist Hermann Trimborn (1968; 1980) focused an
investigation on the architectural features and construction methods, taking measurements of
adobe platform mounds. This work was important in establishing the first radiocarbon (14C) dates
from wooden algarrobo (Peruvian carob) posts used as horizontal support beams in some of the
platform mounds, confirming the Late Intermediate Period construction date.
The Túcume Archaeological Project, established in 1988, primarily sought to establish a
tighter occupational history and chronology of cultural change at the site, the results of this
project were published in a monograph coauthored by Heyerdahl et al. (1995). In 1992 looters
exposed “beautiful drawings” on the walls of a small huaca in the Southwest sector (Narváez
Vargas, 1995c). The looters pit revealed a series of elaborate carved friezes with maritime
themes on the façade of a small platform mound that was later called Huaca Las Balsas.
(Narváez Vargas, 1995c; Narváez Vargas and Delgado-Elías, 2011). In the mid-2000s,
investigations in the Southwest sector investigated the area (Narváez Vargas, 2017). The current
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director of the Museo de sitio Túcume, Bernarda Delgado-Elías and Luis Alfredo Narváez
Vargas published a book detailing the findings: Huaca Las Balsas de Túcume: Arte mural
Lambayeque (2011). The Peruvian Ministry of Culture has continued work with the Museo de
sitio Túcume archaeological teams in this sector to investigate the cemeteries associated with
these smaller huacas (Escudero Villalta, 2018).
Site Occupational History
The cultural history of Túcume spans over five centuries and is divided into four distinct
occupational phases (Narváez Vargas and Delgado Elías, 2011a; Sandweiss, 1995a). Each
subsequent phase is defined through a combination of radiocarbon dates (no skeletal material has
been 14C dated), evidence of architectural modifications, archaeologically distinct signatures in
ceramic style/form or influence on mortuary practices (Escudero Villalta, 2018; Narváez Vargas,
1995a; 1995b; Narváez Vargas and Delgado Elías, 2011a; 2011b; Sandweiss, 1995a). The first
phase begins with the Lambayeque period (ca. A.D. 1050–1350), the second phase marks the
Chimú administration of the region (A.D. 1350–1470), and the final pre-Hispanic phase signals
the Inca conquest of the north coast (A.D. 1470–1532). The colonial period is marked by the
arrival of the Spanish and abandonment of the site by inhabitants. However, Túcume was at least
briefly used as a cemetery after A.D. 1532 inferred through the presence of colonial jewelry
(glass beads) found in later burial assemblages with Christian body positioning (east/west
supine) (Narváez Vargas, 1995b).
The Lambayeque people began monumental construction at Túcume during the Late
Intermediate Period ca. A.D. 1050, (Narváez Vargas and Delgado Elías, 2011a; Sandweiss,
1995a). It is unclear how Túcume existed before the monumental construction began. However,
it is likely that an existing communal labor force was mobilized to build the monuments at the
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site, evidenced through diverse makers’ marks found on the adobe bricks used in the structures
(Sandweiss, 1995b:165). Around 1050 A.D., following decades of drought and a devastating
mega-El Niño event (Shimada, 2009), the previous seat of power in the region, Batán Grande
(Huacas de Sicán), was burned and abandoned shifting power to Túcume. This political
reconfiguration appeared to symbolically align previously dispersed elite lineages at Túcume
after the destabilization of the earlier north coast polity structure (Sandweiss, 1995a; Shimada,
1981; 2009). The local elite lineages may have been tied to the mythos of a founding ancestor
Naymlap (See Donnan, 1990; Heyerdahl et al., 1995 for further discussion), which facilitated the
kinship dominated structuring of the Lambayeque valley polity (Heyerdahl et al. 1995; Kosok,
1965). Although there has been no conclusive archaeological evidence uncovered, the myth
describes Naymlap as arriving from afar on a fleet of balsa rafts and his lineage founding a
kinship-based polity ruling the region for successive generations.
The Chimú Empire (Kingdom of Chimor) was the largest coastal polity existing prior to
the Inca, occupying a territory of over 1,000 km along the Peruvian coast expanding from their
capital at Chan Chan (Mackey, 2006). The Chimú were known to establish or coopt
administrative centers in conquered provincial territories to house government officials (Mackey,
2010). After conquering the Lambayeque valley ca. A.D. 1350, the Chimú expanded many of the
monumental structures at Túcume (Narváez Vargas, 1995a; Sandweiss, 1995a). The Chimú
appear to have implemented a strategy of shared administrative control of this site, allowing
local elites to retain some measure of power (Covey, 2008b, Narváez Vargas, 1995a; Moore and
Mackey, 2008).
During the Late Horizon (A.D. 1470 – 1532), the Inca Empire conquered the north coast
of Peru through various strategies but primarily military might. The Inca are thought to have
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utilized Túcume as one of their primary regional administrative centers along the coast, erecting
structures on the Cerro La Raya as a symbolic demonstration of power following the local
tradition (Sandweiss, 1995a). The Inca administrative strategy transferred power from the
preexisting Chimú hierarchy consisting of local elites and imperial administrators (Alconini,
2008), reorienting the tributary system of labor and resources. This period is often recognized
archaeologically by the presence of Inca ceramics (imperial or provincial manufacturing)
(Hayashida and Guzmán, 2015). Additionally, Inca influence on the coast manifests as a
hybridized style of ceramics manufactured between A.D. 1470–1535 referred to as Chimú-Inca
(Donnan, 1997) providing a tight chronological window for the Late Horizon. The Inca
dominated the region until the close of the Late Horizon (around A.D. 1532) when the site was
burned and abandoned shortly after the arrival of the Spanish (Narváez Vargas and Delgado
Elías, 2011a). Despite these sequences of imperial conquest, clear examples exist in the
ceramics, textiles, and iconography found at the site to display evidence for the cultural
continuity of local Lambayeque stylistic traditions (Delgado Elías, 2005; Escudero Villalta,
2018; Narváez Vargas, 1995b). This suggests a strong maintenance of local traditions as well as
social roles and leadership, which was likely lineage based (Netherly, 1984).
Huaca Utilization
Huaca is a Quechua term broadly defined as an indigenous sacred place or a property of
sacredness an object possesses (Isbell, 1997; Moore, 2010). The term huaca at Túcume has
become synonymous with the numerous adobe brick platform mounds present at the site. The
administrative and religious core of Túcume consists of 26 large huacas centralized around the
Cerro La Raya (Hill of the Rayfish), a large rocky outcropping that functions as the axis mundi
(Narváez Vargas and Delgado Elías, 2011a; Sandweiss, 1995a). There is variability in the
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utilization of huacas along the north coast, yet at Túcume these structures are similar to other
platform mound constructions that served a primarily religious function for ceremonial or ritual
spectacle (DeMarrais et al., 1998; Swenson, 2003). Ritual violence in the form of human
sacrifice was practiced at Túcume into the Late Horizon (Toyne, 2008; 2011; 2015a; 2015b).
Although in the earlier Moche tradition the huaca was thought to serve as an elevated stage for
this public spectacle, there is no archaeological evidence that the sacrificial events took place
atop the platform mounds at Túcume. At this time, only five out of the twenty-six huacas have
been excavated. More research is needed to explore how these structures functioned throughout
the history of Túcume.
Moreover, some social elites constructed domestic residences atop these elevated
platform mounds near the close of the Late Intermediate Period (A.D. 1050–1350) (Narváez
Vargas, 2011; Narváez Vargas and Delgado Elías, 2011a). During this time, many of the huacas
also began to be re-utilized as cemeteries for elites (Narváez Vargas, 2011; Narváez Vargas and
Delgado Elías, 2011b). The huacas were reutilized, transformed, and repurposed in complex
ways throughout the history of Túcume. The highest concentration of huacas around the Cerro
La Raya is in the Northeast sector of the site while the Southwest sector contains four smaller
huacas including Huaca Las Abejas (Figure 2). When viewing the Cerro La Raya as the site’s
central axis, the largest of the huacas, which served administrative functions, are clustered in the
Northeast sector, while in the Southwest sector the huacas appear to be primarily mortuary
mounds holding ritual or symbolic significance (Narváez Vargas, 2011). Narváez Vargas (2017)
argues this reflects a cosmology of gendered complementarity (e.g., Silverblatt, 1987) expressed
through the organization and deliberate orientation of site with the mountains and administrative
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structures to the northeast being associated with masculinity, and the sea to the southwest
associated with femininity.

Figure 2: Map displaying the Túcume Archaeological Complex with Cerro La Raya in center and location of Huaca
Las Abejas (shaded box). (Map modified from Heyerdahl et al., 1995).
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Mortuary Variation at Túcume
There is variation in the mortuary practices at Túcume that helps establish a baseline for
inferring the social status of those buried at the Huaca Las Abejas cemetery. It is clear that no
uniform centralized necropolis existed at Túcume. In the southernmost region of the site, the
large cemetery called the Southern Cemetery was in use from the early Lambayeque to Colonial
period from which upwards of 70 individuals have been excavated (Narváez Vargas, 1995b).
There is also an extensively looted cemetery, Cementerio Los Gavilanes, present in the
Southwest sector (Escudero Villalta, 2018). As mentioned previously, the areas around the base
of the smaller huacas in the southwest sector were utilized as cemeteries including Huaca Las
Abejas and Huaca Facho. Human burials were also uncovered atop Huaca Las Balsas despite it
serving a religious and residential function (Narváez Vargas and Delgado Elías, 2011b). In the
Northeast sector at the larger Huaca Larga, high status Late Horizon human burials were found
within intrusive tombs carved into the top of the huaca itself (Narváez Vargas, 1995a).
There is also variation in the amount of labor that went into the construction of the
interment structures. These range from simple pit burials, more elaborate L-shaped “boot tombs”
with stone seals, intrusive shaft tombs, to stone lined rectangular chambers, and tombs carved
into the top of huacas (Escudero Villalta, 2018; Narváez Vargas, 1995b, Narváez Vargas and
Delgado Elías, 2011b). At Túcume, it appears earlier Lambayeque period burials continued to
follow the traditional Moche north to south oriented extended supine burial position (Narváez
Vargas, 1995b), although some Late Horizon burials less frequently displayed this positioning
(Escudero Villalta, 2018). The common body arrangement seen at Túcume is the north facing
seated flexed position, where the individual is seated cross-legged, knees apart with the hands
arranged in the lap. It is worth noting that the majority of graves with seated and flexed burials
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contain Chimú/Inca ceramics demonstrating a somewhat consistent shift to this body
arrangement in this later period. Shimada et al. (2004) associated the seated and flexed position
with Lambayeque coastal mortuary practices as early as A.D. 900, while Mackey and Nelson
(2020) also describe this positioning as common at Farfán during the Late Horizon.
Similarly, the assorted grave goods included in the burials at Túcume show variation in
the quantity and quality of the artifacts. Simpler burials only contain one or two ceramic vessels,
while more complex burials include additional metal artifacts (often copper), shell beads,
spondylus shells, or complex multilayered funerary textiles encasing the remains. These funerary
bundles or fardos are consistent with higher status Inca burials in the Late Horizon and contain
multiple layers of elaborate fine textiles with consistent motifs in the iconography (Escudero
Villalta, 2018). The human remains found within fardos are often found associated with more
complex interment structures. One of the richest fardo bundles contained a high-status middle
adult male wearing an Inca knit red hat with a red and yellow tassel and silver ear spools
indicative of an administrator was found atop the largest huaca (Narváez Vargas, 1995a). This
individual was also buried with a metal tumi knife, multiple finely worked silver adornments,
and spondylus shell jewelry.
The variability in mortuary practices at Túcume may indicate that burials became a
confluence of funerary traditions expressing social stratification in complex ways during the
multiple occupational stages. Despite this complicated history, many aspects of mortuary
treatment at Túcume conform to a model of increasing complexity and could be ordered into a
classificatory system such as the one proposed by Donnan (1995; Donnan and Mackey, 1978).
Although these examples provide a basis for assessing relative social status, a thorough survey
and characterization of the variation in mortuary practices found at Túcume should be conducted
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in the future to refine our understanding. The archaeological context of the Huaca Las Abejas
cemetery will now be discussed in more detail.
Archaeology of Huaca Las Abejas
Huaca Las Abejas is a medium-sized huaca comparatively, measuring 57.2 m on each
side with an approximate height of 8.0 m. At this time, this huaca is thought to have served a
primarily ceremonial and religious function as a sacred mortuary monument (Escudero Villalta,
2018). The name Huaca Las Abejas, meaning “huaca of the bees”, is attributed to an anecdote of
bees pouring out of the structure and attacking excavators during the early phases of survey
(Oswaldo Chozo Capuñay, pers. comm. 2018). Over centuries, the seasonal El Niño (ENSO)
rainfall has eroded the adobe brick exterior, depositing a thick layer of sediment around the base.
The initial architectural survey revealed a cemetery beneath this layer of sediment to the north of
the huaca (Escudero Villalta, 2018). Archaeologists uncovered 28 well-preserved human burials
from this cemetery dating to the Late Horizon (A.D. 1470–1532). The burials include the
remains of adult males, adult females, and juveniles with grave associations suggesting an
elevated social status as compared to the simpler burials found in the Southern Cemetery
(Narváez Vargas, 1995b). No absolute radiocarbon dates for materials found at Huaca Las
Abejas have been produced, yet the associated Chimú/Inca ceramic materials coupled with the
seated and flexed burial positioning are characteristic of the Inca occupation of the coast in the
Late Horizon (Escudero Villalta, 2018; Hayashida and Guzmán, 2015; Narváez Vargas, 1995b).
As a group, the individuals buried at Huaca Las Abejas were consistently honored with
burial wealth suggesting an elite social status. Many of the adult individuals were buried in
multiple layers of woven textiles and found clutching spondylus sp. shell. Spondylus are thought
to have been imported Ecuador and carry a ritual and religious significance when found
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associated with burials along the north coast (Narváez Vargas, 1995b). Other high quality burial
goods associated with the Huaca Las Abejas burials include copper and spondylus bead
bracelets, copper, and wooden weaving tools, layered patterned textiles composing their funerary
bundles, mate gourds (Lagenaria siceraria), multiple utilitarian ceramic vessels and ornate
bottles decorated with animal figures (Figures 3 and 4). It is clear that these individuals were not
from a lower social tier as compared to simpler burials in the nearby Southern Cemetery
(Narváez Vargas, 1995b). The close proximity to the huaca and high quality and quantity of
burial goods suggest that these individuals occupied an elevated status in life as compared to
previous assessments of burials on the north coast burials and the other mortuary contexts found
at Túcume (Donnan, 1995; Narváez Vargas, 1995b; Shimada et al., 2004).
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Figure 3: Burial of middle-aged adult male HAb Xa EH12 in situ displaying excellent preservation with presence of
grave goods indicative of an elevated social status: layered textiles, spondylus, shell beads, multiple ceramic vessels,
and mates (gourds) (Photo by Author).
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Figure 4: Superficial simple pit burial of HAb XIa EH08, a newborn with a highly fragmented cranium and damaged
femur. Note the presence of a Chimu/Inca style ceramic, textile fragments, and beads (Photo by author).

Figures 3 and 4 above demonstrate the range of skeletal preservation and burial depth
within the Huaca Las Abejas cemetery, which ultimately correlates with the preservation of the
organic portion of bone reflected in collagen yields. The well-documented occupational
sequences and generally well-preserved skeletal remains from Huaca Las Abejas are well suited
to test research questions about the food behaviors of these social elites using bioarchaeological
and stable isotopic methods. The archaeological evidence of mortuary variation present at
Túcume offers clues as to how the residents were treated in death. Conversely, middens at the
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site provide information on how the ancient elite residents lived, suggesting a wide variety in
their available food resources.
Potential Food Resources at Túcume
Zooarchaeological and paleobotanical remains recovered from household middens offer
insight to the potential food resources available at ancient Túcume. This evidence comes from
Sector V (Sandweiss, 1995b) located to the west of the Cerro la Raya and about 400m north of
the Huaca Las Abejas cemetery and from the neighboring Huaca Las Balsas (Tham, 2011). It
must be acknowledged that these data represent a biased sample of the faunal and plant remains
that preserve best (e.g., larger animals, seeds, or carbonized cobs) in the archaeological record
and may not accurately represent the true frequency of consumption or availability. Table 2
below provides a list of the most frequently recovered identifiable faunal and palaeobotanical
remains.
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Table 2: Summary of faunal and paleobotanical remains recovered from middens at Túcume.

Paleobotanical Remains

Terrestrial Fauna

Marine Fauna

Maize (Zea mays)

Camelids (llama or alpaca)

Saltwater clams (Donax
obesulus)

Sapote (Capparis sp.)

Domestic dogs (Canis familiaris)

Squash “loche” (Cucurbita
moschata)

Guinea pigs (Cavia porcellus)
Rodents Muridae family

Algarrobo (Prosopis pallida)

Sea snails
(Olivella columellaris)
Six species of conch
(caracol)

Deer (Odocoileus virginianus)
Avocado (Persea americana)

11 species of bony fish
Duck (Anas sp.)

Lucuma (Pouteria lucuma)
Pacay (Inga feuilleei)
Cherimoya (Annaona
cherimoya)

Stingray
Dove (Eupelia cruziana and
Zenaida auriculata)

Crustaceans

Toad (bufo sp.)

Shark

Peanuts (Arachis hypogaea)
Soursop (Annona muricata)

The faunal remains indicate a variety of both terrestrial and marine species were available
for consumption (Sandweiss, 1995b; Tham, 2011). The paleobotanical evidence recovered at
Túcume also represent both C3 and C4 plant resources. The primary C4 plant available on the
north coast is maize (Zea mays) and appears as the most abundant plant resource in the Sector V
and the Huaca Las Balsas assemblages. There is also clear evidence for the consumption of
chicha, a beverage made by boiling and fermenting maize holding great ceremonial and political
importance (Bray, 2008; Hastorf, 1991). Chicha imbibement is inferred through the recovery of
ceramic vessels commonly used in for the production, consumption, and storage of the beverage
(Sandweiss, 1995b). Based on these previous investigations, the residents of Túcume had access
to a wide variety of food resources and may have eaten a mixed diet consisting of both C3 and C4
plant resources, utilizing both marine and terrestrial protein sources.
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Bioarchaeology at Túcume
The excellent skeletal preservation, diverse evidence for social complexity, and
interesting series of imperial occupations makes Huaca Las Abejas at Túcume an ideal site for
applying bioarchaeological methods to answer research questions through the analysis
biomolecules recovered from human tissues. Previous bioarchaeological studies have employed
contextualized osteological analysis to investigate a variety of questions related to the
complexities of life at Túcume including: musculoskeletal stress profiles of possible high-status
Inca aqlla (Toyne, 2002), analyzing a group of sacrificed individuals recovered at the Temple of
the Sacred Stone (TPS) (Toyne, 2008; 2011; 2015a; 2015b), and kinship biodistance analysis of
suspected elite lineages through cranial and dental non-metric traits (Garrett, 2012). The TPS and
possible aqlla sacrifices were also the focus of dissertation work by Hewitt (2013), who
conducted a biogeochemical study at Túcume using an intra-site comparison of stable strontium
and oxygen isotopes to identify first generation migrants. However, the research conducted by
Hewitt (2013) was limited to an analysis of paleomobility by insufficient collagen yields from
the skeletal samples. More recently, the skeletal remains of two young adult female amputees
were investigated using bioarchaeological methods to infer a therapeutic motivation and care
following the successful operation (Phillips et al., In press). The well-preserved skeletal remains
recovered through the recent excavations at Huaca Las Abejas provide an invaluable opportunity
to investigate the diet of social elites at Túcume that was not previously possible. This research
expands on decades of archaeological work conducted at the site using bioarchaeological and
stable isotope methods. Osteological analyses were completed evaluating biometrics and
pathological inferences and will be published elsewhere at a later date, although age and
biological sex estimates are used to support interpretations in the current stable isotopic study.
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Introduction to Stable Isotopes: Distribution and Variation
An isotope refers to an elemental variant that differs in the number of neutrons present in
the nucleus (Fry, 2006). The name originates from the Greek words iso (same) and topos (place)
indicating these variants occupy the same place as the original element on the periodic table.
Stable isotopes do not decay over time as opposed to radiogenic isotopes with unstable nuclei
such as 14C used in absolute dating methods (Schwarcz and Schoeninger, 1991). Isotopic
variation in the number of neutrons is denoted by their different atomic masses, giving them
slightly altered properties in natural systems (Sharp, 2017). There are naturally occurring heavier
(rarer) and lighter (abundant) variants of stable isotopes, with the heavier having one or more
extra neutrons (Fry, 2006). The isotopic composition of a sample is expressed as the ratio of the
heavier over lighter isotopes present in a sample measured in parts per mil (‰) through mass
spectrometry. The delta value (δ) represents the relative difference between the sample ratio and
the ratio of an international reference standard (Hoefs, 2018; Sharp, 2017). The delta value (δ)
for an isotope is calculated through the following equation in per mil:
δ = (R(sample) / R(standard) − 1) x 1000
One important consideration related to the mass differences between the heavier and
lighter isotopes is fractionation. Fractionation refers to the predictable differences between the
isotopic ratio of the original source and observed product (Fry, 2006). The kinetic and
physiochemical processes or phase changes that occur as isotopes circulate through natural
systems cause the heavier and lighter isotopes to be differently distributed from source to product
in predictable ways (Sharp, 2017). This process requires researchers to adjust for this effect when
attempting to make inferences about the original composition of environmental sources or
consumed diet when analyzing the isotopic signatures of consumer tissues. The specific diet to
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tissue fractionation adjustments utilized in this research for mammals will be discussed in
Chapter 4.
Nitrogen
Upwards of 99% of all nitrogen on the planet exists as the gas N2 in the atmosphere or
dissolved in ocean water. There are two stable isotopes of nitrogen, 15N with an abundance of
0.37% and 14N with an abundance of 99.63% in the atmosphere (Hoefs, 2018) and are circulated
primarily through the nitrogen cycle within the biosphere. Nitrogen isotopic ratios are reported in
relation to the abundance of 15N in atmospheric N2 gas (δ15N ‰, AIR) (Brand et al., 2014).
Underlying sources of variation in the abundance of 15N/14N isotopes within an ecosystem begins
within the soil. Soil nitrogen composition varies regionally based on average temperature,
altitude, annual precipitation (moisture content), and soil matrix particle size. As a result, cool
moist forests have higher fixation of atmospheric N2 and thus lower δ 15N values (canopy effect),
while hot dry savanna and sandy desert soils are enriched (higher δ15N) due to volatilization of
ammonia (NH3) leaving the heavier isotope behind (Ambrose, 1991).
The majority of nitrogen circulating through the biosphere is derived from the soils in the
form of dissolved organic nitrogen (DON), nitrate (NO3–), inorganic ammonium (NH4+), or
animal urea (Marshall et al., 2007). Plants obtain nitrogen from these sources within the soil and
decomposing organics, which aid in photosynthesis (Ambrose, 1993). The nitrogen composition
of various plants is influenced by the soil environmental factors and human agricultural practices
such as tilling and especially fertilization (Szpak et al., 2013). For instance, annual precipitation
influences the δ15N composition of plants, as those growing in arid conditions, such as the
conditions of coastal Peru, are enriched in the heavier isotope (Szpak, 2014). Szpak et al. (2014)
have also demonstrated the effects of agricultural practices (seabird guano fertilization) in coastal
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environments as significantly enriching the δ15N values of legumes (up to +19.2‰) and squash
(up to +24.5‰).
It is also important to be aware of nitrogen fixing plants, which contain lower levels of
the heavier isotope 15N. Certain nitrogen fixing plants such as legumes maintain an adaptive
symbiotic relationship with rhizobium bacteria and mycorrhizal fungi colonizing the soil/root
matrix. In nitrogen fixing plants, this soil bacteria directly coverts atmospheric nitrogen (N2) into
ammonium (NH4 +) forming nodules on the root system (Szpak et al., 2014). Nitrogen fixers
have lower δ15N values as they directly access nitrogen converted from isotopically lighter N2.
The dependence on mycorrhizal fungi also leads to lower δ15N values due to a large fractionation
rate occurring within the fungi causing it to transfer only isotopically depleted nitrogen (in the
form of amino acids) to their symbiotic host (Marshall et al., 2007). As legumes are often a
significant dietary component, this class of plants could introduce considerable variation into
consumer dietary profiles (Ambrose, 1993; DeNiro and Epstein, 1981).
The stable nitrogen isotope compositions of animal tissues can be used to estimate the
position a consumer occupies within an ecosystems’ food web (Post, 2002). The steps in this
vertical organization of food web relationships from producer to consumer to higher order
predators, are referred to as trophic levels. The stable nitrogen isotope ratio can be used to
estimate the trophic position of a consumer because the δ15N is typically enriched in the amount
of heavier (15N) over the lighter isotope displaying values approximately +3‰ (full trophic level)
higher relative to dietary source (Bocherens and Drucker, 2003; DeNiro and Epstein, 1981; Post,
2002).
Environmental adaptations in animal physiology also play a role in the nitrogen isotopic
composition of herbivore tissues relative to dietary source. Differences in water metabolism
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strategies for obligate drinkers versus drought tolerant species lead to different fractionation rates
during amino acid synthesis based on required input and excretion. During amino acid synthesis,
14

N nitrogen is excreted in animal urea leaving the remaining tissues enriched in 15N (Hedges

and Reynard, 2007). The amount of nitrogen excreted in urea relates to water conservation and
heat stress adaptations, leading to environmentally specific variation of terrestrial mammals
(Ambrose, 1991). Variation in the feeding patterns of wild herbivores (browsers versus grazers)
can also influence nitrogen values. This has implications for domesticated herbivores with
feeding patterns that are restricted by humans, and later consumed by humans.
It is also possible to discriminate between marine versus terrestrial sources of dietary
protein through nitrogen stable isotopes as animals reliant on exclusively marine feeding
typically show markedly higher δ15N values in relation to terrestrial food webs (Chrisholm and
Nelson, 1982; Schoeninger and DeNiro, 1984). This is due to higher δ15N values for the primary
producers at the base of this food chain and the presence of more trophic levels within marine
food webs (Schoeninger et al., 1983). It is important to note that this is most effective for an
exclusive diet of either marine or terrestrial as a mixed diet produces intermediary values
(Schoeninger and DeNiro, 1984).
The concept of equifinality must be considered when interpreting nitrogen values, as
multiple scenarios may produce the same observed value (King et al., 2018). While
environmental factors should be considered the first explanation for similar regional patterns,
interpretations based on stable nitrogen isotopic data in human tissues must consider the ways
nitrogen composition may be altered physiologically in the body. A definition of nitrogen
balance is first required to formulate the underlying principle at work. Nitrogen balance refers to
the equilibrium between nitrogen influx through consumed protein, requirements for anabolic
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processes, and excess excreted as metabolic waste. When this equilibrium is disrupted, the body
enters a state of either positive or negative nitrogen imbalance (Reitsema and Muir, 2015).
Positive nitrogen imbalance indicates an excess over the loss from metabolic processes leading
to an anabolic state and lower recorded values recorded in consumer tissues. Conversely,
negative imbalance signals a deficit in nitrogen levels required for tissue building and
maintenance inducing a catabolic state. In a state of negative imbalance bodily tissues may be
broken down (catabolized) to meet biological demands leading to a trophic level increase
(around +3‰) from this self-catabolism (Fuller et al., 2005).
Nitrogen values recorded in mammalian tissue may fluctuate in relation to periods of
imbalance induced by chronic physiological stress (including pregnancy) (Fuller et al., 2004;
2005), prolonged starvation (Reitsema, 2013), or pathological conditions including both systemic
metabolic diseases and localized infections (Olsen et al., 2014). The nursing effect has also been
documented to raise the breastfeeding infant’s values a trophic level (2–3‰) above the mother
(Fogel et al., 1989; Fuller et al., 2006; Tsutaya and Yoneda, 2015). Curto et al. (2020) also
suggest osteogenic remodeling occurring during bone healing produces localized new bone
growth affecting nitrogen and carbon stable isotopic ratios. These factors should be considered
when selecting samples for isotopic analysis and any final analyses influencing interpretations of
diet (Fahy et al., 2017; Olsen et al., 2014).
Carbon
There are two stable isotopes of carbon in natural systems, 13C with an abundance of
1.07% and 12C with an abundance of 98.93% (Hoefs, 2018). Stable isotopic ratios are reported in
relation to the international standard Vienna Pee Dee Belemnite scale (δ13C ‰, VPDB) (Brand et
al., 2014). The two largest pools of carbon exist as atmospheric CO2 and in the form of dissolved
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inorganic carbonate in the oceans (Fry, 2006). The exchange of CO2 in terrestrial and marine
ecosystems circulate via the carbon cycle.
Photosynthesis is an important process for the circulation of carbon within the biosphere,
as plant physiology alters the way carbon isotopes are integrated into their tissues. Atmospheric
CO2 is taken into leaves through the stomata and fixated into plant tissues by way of three
pathways: C3, C4, or CAM (DeNiro and Epstein, 1978). C3 plants are the most common and
utilize the Calvin photosynthetic pathway. During photosynthesis C3 plants use the enzyme
ribulose bisphosphate decarboxylase (rubisco) to transform atmospheric CO2 into a compound
containing three carbon atoms (phosphoglycerate). C4 plants utilize the Hatch-Slack
photosynthetic pathway where after the rubisco transformation, the enzyme
phosphoenolpyruvate (PEP) carboxylase is used to produce a compound with four carbon atoms
(oxaloacetate) (Hoefs, 2018).
C3 plants are the most abundant on the planet and examples include wheat, barley, rice,
most grasses, tubers, legumes, tree fruits, and nuts. During photosynthesis, C4 plants discriminate
less against the heavier isotope (13C) and therefore are enriched in the amount of 13C relative to
C3 plants. C4 plants are adapted to hotter more arid subtropical regions with strong sun and the
those most commonly consumed by humans include maize, sorghum, millet, and sugar cane
(Ambrose, 1993; Tieszen, 1991). The final pathway is the CAM (or Crassulacean acid
metabolism) photosynthetic pathway and includes cacti, agave, and pineapples. CAM plants
complicate this differentiation by utilizing both the C3 and C4 pathways depending on
environmental conditions. CAM plants yield carbon isotope ratios that are intermediate between
the C3 and C4 range, or overlap with the C4 range (Bender et al., 1973). These plants open their
stomata at night to utilize the C3 pathway in the lower temperatures yet close them during the
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hotter daytime hours to conserve moisture, shifting to the C4 pathway (Schwarcz and
Schoeninger, 1991).
Carbon isotopes are incorporated into consumer tissues through the consumption of
plants or animal tissues as a reflection of averaged diet (DeNiro and Epstein, 1978). The lack of
overlap for the stable carbon isotopic value range for at C4 at −9 to −14‰ versus C3 plants at −20
to −35‰ allows researchers to estimate the proportion of C3 and C4 plant resources in consumed
diet (Tieszen, 1991). The methods for estimating this will be discussed more in Chapter 4. These
metabolic differences in consumed plants account for much of the underlying variation in stable
carbon isotope composition (Ambrose, 1993; Schwarcz and Schoeninger, 1991). If the local
isotopic range for plant resources is known, it is also possible to evaluate marine versus
terrestrial diets. Marine resources display higher δ13C values overall and are enriched in the
heavier isotope comparatively (Schoeninger et al., 1983). However, this appears to be most
effective if there are no C4 plants contributing to the diet (Schoeninger and DeNiro, 1984) or in
multi-isotope analysis combining δ15N values for further refinement (Schoeninger et al., 1983).
Stable Isotope Analysis in Bioarchaeology
Stable isotopic analysis of carbon and nitrogen in bioarchaeology produces quantitative
data to investigate human and animal paleodietary variation within ancient food systems. The
application of stable isotopic analysis in bioarchaeology has evolved from a niche specialization
to a commonly applied methodology within the discipline (Britton, 2017). This dietary proxy
reveals variation in human individual and group access to foods within a society and relies on the
premise that the isotopic composition of mammalian tissues directly reflects consumed diet
(Ambrose, 1993). As such, preserved human tissues such as hair, nails, bones, and teeth can
provide biological evidence to infer paleodietary variation (Ambrose and Norr, 1993).
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Paleodietary studies assume social identity is materialized in biological tissues through
differential accessibility and socially mediated food consumption (Makarewicz and Sealy, 2015).
The current study examines the stable carbon and nitrogen isotopic composition of multiple
paired skeletal elements from 23 individuals to explore evidence for dietary variation within a
group of social elites over their life course. This study uses teeth, long bone shaft (tibiae and
femora), and rib samples to examine an average estimate of consumed diet to construct
individual life histories. This life history approach requires a discussion of skeletal tissue
formation and bone turnover rates.
Skeletal Biology: Tissue Formation and Bone Turnover
Human bones and teeth are heterogenous composite structures with both inorganic
(mineral) and organic structural components (Seeman, 2020). The organic component consists
primarily of the structural protein collagen (90% Type 1 collagen), while the inorganic
component is comprised of crystalline structured calcium hydroxyapatite (Ca10 (PO4)6 (OH)2)
referred to hereafter as bioapatite (Sims and Martin, 2020). Bone is comprised of approximately
60% inorganic and 30% organic components with 10% water by weight (Feng, 2009). Tooth
dentin is comprised of around 70% inorganic and 20% organic components with 10% water
(Goldberg et al., 2011). Alternatively, tooth enamel is a highly mineralized substance with larger
sheet-like crystals, composed of approximately 95–98% inorganic and 1–4% organic, with 1%
water by weight (Sakae et al., 1997).
The carbon and nitrogen stable isotopic composition of bone and tooth dentin may be
obtained through the analysis of extracted collagen. Collagen comprises up to 30% of bone and
20% of dentin by weight, containing 35–47% carbon and 11–17% nitrogen (Ambrose, 1990).
The carbon isotopic composition of the inorganic portion of bone and tooth enamel may be
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assessed through bioapatite, which contains approximately 2–5% carbonate (CaCO3) by weight
(Ambrose, 1993). For clarity, the carbonate present in bioapatite is the result of a substitution for
either phosphate or a hydroxyl group into the crystalline structure (Metcalfe et al., 2009). Thus,
carbonate contained in bioapatite is referred to as structural carbonate to differentiate it from
other pools existing in the body such as dissolved blood carbonate.
The difference between the δ13C values for δ13Csc (denoting structural carbonate) and
δ13Ccol (collagen) can be compared to provide additional information about dietary
macronutrients (Ambrose and Norr, 1993). Based on early experimental feeding studies,
(Ambrose, 1993; Ambrose and Norr, 1993; DeNiro and Epstein, 1978; Tieszen and Fagre, 1993)
carbon from bone or tooth structural carbonate is argued to represent dietary macronutrients,
while carbon in the organic component of bone and tooth (dentin) collagen represents ingested
dietary protein (Lee-Thorp et al., 1989). This difference between δ13Csc ˗ δ 13Ccol, written as
Δ13Csc-col provides useful information to estimate the isotopic composition of other dietary
macronutrients (i.e., lipids and carbohydrates) and is still utilized even in more complex multiisotopic dietary modeling procedures (Froehle et al., 2012). Another important consideration in
stable isotopic analysis is how samples may be diagenetically altered within the depositional
environment and the effect on measured isotopic ratios of a sample.
Diagenesis
Taphonomy broadly refers to all postmortem processes that affect an organism from the
moment of death until discovery (Haglund and Sorg, 1997) including any diagenetic alteration
that could compromise the biogenic isotopic composition of a sample and result in erroneous or
skewed results. Diagenesis is a taphonomic process defined as any chemical and structural
alterations affecting organic material within a depositional environment (Collins et al., 2002;
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Hedges, 2002; Nielsen-Marsh and Hedges, 2000). The following established quality control
criteria are used to detect sample contamination through diagenesis.
For collagen, the % yield and the atomic carbon to nitrogen ratio (C:N) is assessed to
evaluate diagenesis. For archaeological bone, the acceptable lower limit for collagen yield is
typically 5% but >1% yields may still produce acceptable results (Ambrose, 1990). For collagen,
insufficient % collagen yields < 1 % may produce erroneous carbon and nitrogen values
(Ambrose, 1990; Van Klinken, 1999). The acceptable parameters for carbon and nitrogen %
weights are defined as those greater than 4.5 and 0.9 weight % respectively. The final parameter
is the atomic carbon to nitrogen ratio (C:N), which may detect the presence of non-collagenous
proteins. Collagen contains approximately 35–47% carbon and 11–17% nitrogen, and the
acceptable range of this ratio for archaeological bone is 2.9–3.6 (DeNiro, 1985). However, this
range is a matter of debate and Schoeninger et al. (1989) suggest values outside 2.6–3.4 may
indicate the presence of non-collagenous material. As such, it is best practice to limit the analysis
of collagen to samples with ≥ 1% yields even if the C:N ratio is within the acceptable range
(Schwarcz and Schoeninger, 1991). The specific formulae for these calculations are provided in
Chapter 3.
The most common diagenetic alterations to bone and enamel structural carbonate occur
through leaching and substitution. Biogenic carbon values may be altered through leaching of
soluble CO3 into groundwater within the depositional environment (Wright and Schwarcz,
1996). Once the original crystalline bioapatite structure is compromised, solubilized minerals
present in groundwater and soil can refill and recrystallize within these spaces altering the
carbonate content of the inorganic matrix (Hedges, 2002) leading to an increase in measured
crystallinity (Nielsen-Marsh and Hedges, 1997). The underlying changes involve the substitution
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of phosphate ions, thus shifting the chemical structure to fluorapatite (francolite), which is a
more stable mineral. It must be mentioned that enamel is considered less susceptible to
diagenetic alteration and better retains the in vivo isotopic composition (Lee-Thorp and
Sponheimer, 2003). Diagenesis of structural carbonate was evaluated through Fourier-transform
infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) to assess alteration to the crystalline structure of hydroxyapatite in
bone and enamel through differences in wavelength absorption (France et al., 2020; Shemesh,
1990; Wright and Schwarcz, 1996; Yoder and Bartelink, 2010). The specific formulae for
assessing the diagenetic loss of biogenic structural carbonate and recrystallization are discussed
in Chapter 3. Once diagenesis has been evaluated, paired earlier (teeth) and later forming (bone)
tissues can be analyzed to construct an isotopic life history.
Constructing Isotopic Life Histories
The human skeleton is a metabolically active organ that remodels constantly throughout
life to maintain functional integrity; balancing bone resorption and formation processes (Seeman,
2020). However, osseous tissue remodeling does not occur uniformly throughout the skeleton
due to different site-specific balances of mechanical strain and metabolic activity. This produces
variation in resorption and new bone formation rates among skeletal elements, bone type, and
between different locations on a single bone (Seeman, 2020). It is important to recognize that
bulk bone sampling during isotopic analysis represents an averaged value encompassing multiple
remodeling events, which may represent a chronological interval of years to decades (Cox and
Sealy, 1997; Fahy et al., 2017; Hedges et al., 2007; Sealy et al., 1995).
One important factor playing a role in the turnover rate of bone is cortical thickness,
therefore, long bone collagen (i.e., femur and tibia) thought to have a slower turnover rate
reflecting longer-term diet of the last 10–25 years before death (Hedges et al., 2007). Ribs
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possess a much thinner bone cortex and are under constant mechanical loading due to the
muscles of respiration and were thought to remodel more quickly, representing an average of
consumed diet in the last 3–5 years of life (Cox and Sealy, 1997; Sealy et al., 1995). However,
more recent research suggests that the femur and tibia remodel more quickly than expected as
quantified by a histological analysis of secondary osteons. Fahy et al. (2017) concluded that there
is no significant differences between remodeling rates of ribs, tibiae, and femora. This is perhaps
due to the constant strain of weight bearing on the femora and tibiae, as skeletal remodeling is
known to be triggered by microstructural damage or changes in mechanical force (Raisz, 1999).
More research exploring and quantifying bone remodeling is needed to refine the temporal
resolution of bone turnover rates (Beaumont, 2020). For the purposes of this study, the bulk bone
samples are conservatively assumed to represent turnover events encompassing approximately
the last decade of an individual’s life (Cox and Sealy, 1997; Fahy et al., 2017; Hedges et al.,
2007; Sealy et al., 1995).
Furthermore, it must be mentioned that the morphology and physiological properties of
juvenile bones differ from those of adults. Juvenile bone is in a state of growth and development,
displaying a thicker periosteum, the membranous outer coating responsible for bone growth, and
a higher percentage of collagen allowing it to exhibit more elasticity than adult bone
(Humphries, 2011; Ubelaker and Montaperto, 2011). As a result, bone turnover in juveniles is
constant, and full remodeling at fracture sites has been observed to occur as quickly as 3 months
with an inverse relationship with chronological age (Ubelaker and Montaperto, 2011). While
during adolescence (10–14 years), a period of rapid bone growth, the turnover rate remains as
high as 30% per year (Hedges et al., 2007). It is recognized that physiological stress and
starvation may inhibit healthy growth trajectories thus altering the way isotopic values are
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recorded in juvenile bone collagen (Beaumont et al., 2018). However, for the purposes of this
research juvenile bone is assumed to represent recent diet around the time of death.
Conversely, after tooth crown formation is complete, enamel is not metabolically active
and provides a snapshot at the time of formation. Dentin remodeling does not occur except only
after extensive dental wear removes the protective enamel and exposes the underlying dentin
(Eerkens et al., 2011), which should be considered and noted during sample selection
(Katzenberg and Waters-Rist, 2019). Deciduous tooth formation beings in utero and continues
through early childhood with the shedding of deciduous dentition completing around 11 years of
age (Smith, 1991). The adult teeth begin to form during early infancy with the final adult molars
(3rd molars) formation complete at approximately 17 years of age.
The dentition sampled for this study are ordered chronologically by estimated formation
times. Following Dupras and Tocheri (2007) teeth are broadly categorized as representing the
pre-weaning and post-weaning intervals. This broad classification is sufficient, as obtaining a
high resolution in weaning patterns is not the goal of the current study. The pre-weaning teeth
are the first and second deciduous molars, 1st permanent molars, as well as permanent incisors
and canines, which all begin formation prior to three years of age (Eerkens et al., 2011). While
the 2nd permanent molars represent the post-weaning period (Eerkens et al., 2011; Gustafson and
Koch, 1974). Sampling adult and deciduous dentition provides a snapshot of averaged diet (or
breastfeeding/weaning practices) at the time of tooth formation. Moreover, the sampling of
different skeletal elements (teeth and bone) and ordering of these tissues chronologically by
estimated formation times and turnover rate allows the isotopic examination of change in diet
over the life course of a single individual (Cox and Sealy, 1997; Fahy et al., 2017).
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Andean Stable Isotopic Studies
Stable isotopes have been applied to human biological tissues to assess diet and
residential mobility among the complex societies in the Andean region (Knudson and TorresRouff, 2009; Knudson, 2009; Knudson et al., 2004; 2012; 2015; 2017; Pestle et al., 2015; 2016;
2017; Scaffidi and Knudson, 2020; Torres-Rouff et al., 2012; 2015; Toyne and Turner, 2020;
Toyne et al., 2014; 2017; 2020; Turner and Armelagos, 2012; Turner and Klaus; 2020; Turner et
al., 2009; 2010; 2013; 2018). The geography of the Andes consists of diverse and contrasting
environments with an arid desert on the pacific coast, high-altitude mountainous regions, and the
dense Amazon jungle on the eastern slope of the cordillera. Two classical archaeological models,
vertical and horizontal, are used to infer modes of resource acquisition and economic exchange
between these diverse ecological regions. The verticality model (vertical archipelago)
conceptualizes of Andean economic exchange networks oriented on an east-west axis (Murra,
1972). The verticality model is based on crop variability in altitude dependent production zones
where resources that cannot be cultivated in other regions are transferred through an
interdependent exchange network. The horizontal model conceptualizes of resource exchange in
the coastal Andes as oriented on a north-south axis (Rostworowski de Diez Canesco, 1970).
Cultural groups along the coast expanded their base of available resources through occupational
specialization maintaining formalized exchanged networks with other communities. Both of
these models share the hypothesis that the coastal Andean region had access to a wide range of
products from diverse ecological zones through exchange networks.
The Andean environment produces a wide range of potential resource variation
complicating ancient food webs and baseline construction (Szpak et al., 2013; White et al.,
2009). At a basal level, carbon and nitrogen stable isotopic data applied to Andean diet are used
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to discriminate between the contribution of C3 and C4 plant resources and estimate the source of
dietary protein. Additionally, these data can be used to infer population movement or resource
exchange by establishing an expected local range of variation, then differentiating and assessing
any anomalous isotopic profiles. The research suggests that the Andean coastal populations tend
to display values most consistent with C4 diets with some marine protein, opposed to highlanders
(or those more inland) who more commonly display values consistent with C3 diets and
terrestrial protein (Bonilla et al., 2016; Finucane et al., 2006; Marsteller et al., 2017; Pestle et al.,
2015; 2017; Santana-Sagredo et al., 2015; 2016; Slovak and Payton, 2011; Tomczak, 2003;
Turner et al., 2018; Turner and Klaus, 2020; White et al., 2009). Through multi-isotopic studies,
the proportion of C4 versus C3 plants in the diet and discrimination of marine versus terrestrial
sources of dietary protein allows for closer refinement of coastal versus highland dietary profiles
at a population level (e.g., Froehle et al., 2012).
One food of particular importance for dietary studies conducted in the Andes is the C4
plant maize (Zea mays) (Cadwallader et al., 2012; Hastorf, 1991). Broadly speaking, the earliest
domestication of maize as a staple crop in the Americas is often described as a catalyst of social
complexity; indicating an early agricultural system capable of sustaining large population growth
(Burger and Van Der Merwe, 1990; Tykot et al., 2006). Alternatively, coastal marine resources
are argued to be the staple food source that facilitated the emergence of early Peruvian social
complexity (Moseley, 1975). Due to its isotopically distinct C4 signature, maize is the most
common specifically identified plant resource in Andean isotopic research (Cuéllar, 2013;
Finucane, 2007; 2009; Finucane, et al., 2006; Turner et al., 2018). Politicized maize production
and consumption in the form of chicha intensified during the Late Horizon (Bray, 2003; 2008;
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Hastorf, 1991; Weismantel, 2008) and will be discussed as a possible explanation if high δ13C
values are observed.
Comparative Isotopic Research
The following regional studies assess baseline data of the isotopic ranges for plants and
patterns of isotopic variation that are directly relevant to those assessed in the current research.
The research of Szpak et al. (2013) provides a baseline for the ranges of C3 and C4 plant
resources on the North Coast of Peru through an experimental study of modern wild and
domesticated specimens. Wild and cultivated C3 plants in the Andes produce a range of δ13C
values between −32‰ and −19‰ with lower δ15N values of 0.6‰ to 5.5‰. C4 plants produce a
range of δ13C values of −15‰ to −8‰ with moderate δ15N values of −3‰ to 15‰. Szpak et al.,
(2013) also acknowledges that these modern values may not reflect those of archaeological
plants due to the burning of fossil fuels and suggests that subtracting −1.5‰ from modern δ13C
values to account for this phenomenon known as the Suess effect (Keeling, 1979). These data
supply the regionally specific isotopic values used to calculate the estimated percent C4 following
Schwarcz et al. (1985). This formula is discussed further in Chapter 3.
Comparable isotopic datasets produced from human remains on the Peruvian north coast
are less frequent. However, a critical isotopic comparison comes from a recent volume from
Mackey and Nelson (2020) detailing their multidisciplinary archaeological investigation of the
Late Horizon coastal site of Farfán. Farfán was an important Lambayeque administrative and
trade site to the south of Túcume in the Jequetepeque valley with elite compounds and class
differentiation in cemetery organization (Mackey, 2006; Mackey and Nelson, 2020). Similar to
Túcume, the Chimú occupied Farfán in the 14th century, yet they appear to have adopted a
different administrative strategy, choosing not to co-rule with local elites and destroying most of
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the existing architecture to construct three new elite residential compounds and two elite
cemetery burial platforms (Mackey and Nelson, 2020). The Inca also conquered Farfán in the
Late Horizon, constructing their own elite mortuary facilities and compounds, some with open
plazas for ceremonial activities. Mackey and Nelson (2020) include the carbon and nitrogen
stable isotopic results of bone collagen (n=25) analyzed by White et al. (2020: 359–368). The
Farfán samples are undoubtedly the closest match in terms of chronology, location, cultural
affiliation, and occupational history; with the major caveat being that this study did not include
juvenile remains.
Another source of comparative data is Turner and Klaus (2020) focusing on diet and
foodways on the North coast of Peru and provides a regional comparative dataset. This volume
includes bone collagen isotopic data collected from the Late Horizon archaeological complex of
Chotuna-Chornancap. This site shares a similar occupational history also being conquered by the
Chimú and later the Inca and was one of the largest in the Lambayeque valley that can be
compared to the results of this current study (Turner and Klaus, 2020). The remains of 29
individuals including primarily adult females and juveniles but also adult males were analyzed
for bone collagen. The individuals interred at the Huaca de los Sacrificios consist of local
individuals displaying standardized patterns of perimortem trauma indicative of ritual sacrifice
(Turner et al., 2013; Turner and Klaus 2020). Although these individuals were sacrificed and
may represent a select population, this sample includes both adults and juveniles and is a
valuable comparative dataset considering the scarcity of published Late Horizon isotopic data on
the North coast.
The final comparative dataset by Williams and Murphy (2013) comes from PuruchucoHuaquerones, a Late Horizon cemetery on the central coast in the Rímac valley. Puruchuco52

Huaquerones is located on the central Andean coast, further south than Túcume and east of the
modern Peruvian capital city of Lima. This study combined osteological indicators of stress and
disease such as cribra orbitalia and porotic hyperostosis with stable isotope data to assess the
impact of Inca administration on local health. The sample consists of 46 individuals including
adult male, adult female, and juvenile individuals. These data provide an opportunity to
investigate whether diet was primarily dependent on resources available in the coastal region or
if it varied based on social differences between cultural groups.

Chapter Summary
This chapter provided the necessary foundation including the application of mortuary
theory to frame this bioarchaeological study of a cemetery population using stable isotopic
analysis. A regional and temporal consideration of the archaeological context on the Peruvian
north coast where the samples were collected was provided to better inform any interpretations.
An overview of the basic principles of stable isotopic analysis and their application to human
remains was offered. Additionally, the discussion of stable isotopic studies in the Andean region
demonstrated the regional application of a well-established methodology while simultaneously
identifying possible comparative datasets. The demographic profile of the analyzed skeletal
samples as well as the osteological and stable isotopic methods used in this research will now be
discussed in further detail.
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CHAPTER 3: MATERIALS AND METHODS

This chapter details the skeletal materials analyzed and specific methods employed
during this study. The three isotopic compositions analyzed in this study are δ15N, δ13Ccol
denoting the isotopic ratios measured from collagen, and δ13Csc denoting those from structural
carbonate. First, the methods for osteological estimation of biological sex and age will be
discussed, along with the laboratory protocols for sample preparation and mass spectrometry.
The next sections describe the measures used to determine data authenticity including calibration
standards, the sample replication method, and quality control indicators used to assess
diagenesis. The final sections detail and justify the analytical methods including the chosen
statistical analyses along with an overview of the models used in constructing dietary
interpretations from this isotopic dataset. This chapter concludes with a table summarizing the
explicit research hypotheses constructed to answer my research questions using these data.
Skeletal Material
The Huaca Las Abejas samples included the 23 individuals (n=57) representing 30 bone
and 27 teeth sampled for analysis (Table 5). The total number of samples (n=120) analyzed
during the project are comprised of 25 bone collagen, 33 bone apatite, 32 tooth dentin, and 30
tooth enamel apatite samples. All human remains are stored in the Almacén Arquelógico located
at El Museo de Sitio Túcume located in Túcume, Peru. All skeletal remains sampled, with the
exception of HAb Xz ENT1 (recorded May 2014) were excavated, analyzed, and recorded over
two summer field seasons in 2018 and 2019. The skeletal samples were exported from Peru by
Dr. J. Marla Toyne in August 2019 to the United States under the Peruvian Ministry of Culture
export permit No 124–2018–VMPCIC–MC, August 8th, 2018.
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Biological Sex Estimation
The skeletal remains recovered from the Huaca Las Abejas cemetery represent 23
complete individuals of variable preservation. The biological sex of the 14 adult individuals was
estimated through the observation of sexually dimorphic characteristics of the os coxae and
cranium. The Phenice technique (1969) was used in sexing the pubic bone of the os coxa. The
scoring of cranial features utilized a 1–5 scoring system (Walker, 2008), which assigns lower
scores for more gracile or feminine morphology of features and higher scores for more robust
and masculine features (after Acsádi and Nemeskéri 1970). As there are no currently accepted
methods to accurately estimate the biological sex of juveniles based on skeletal morphology,
these individuals are classified as Indeterminate (IND) for biological sex.
Age Estimation
The skeletal age of the nine juvenile individuals was estimated by evaluating the degree
of closure of primary and secondary centers of ossification, cranial element measurements for
infants and newborns, long bone measurements, and estimating the stage of dental development
in accordance with standardized methodology (Schaefer et al., 2009). Secondary centers of
ossification including the iliac crest and sternal end of the clavicle, along with molar genesis
were first assessed to classify the individuals into the adult category (Black and Scheuer, 1996;
Scoles et al., 1988; Ubelaker, 1989). Multiple senescence-based diagnostic features on the
skeletons were scored to categorize the individuals into broad age cohorts including the pubic
symphysis, auricular surface, sternal end of the fourth rib (or closest if not available), and the
degree of cranial suture closure (Brooks and Suchey, 1990; Buikstra and Ubelaker, 1994; Işcan
et al., 1985; Meindl and Lovejoy, 1985; Lovejoy et al., 1985). It is important to note that
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multiple skeletal traits were assessed holistically to construct overlapping age range estimates
and place individuals into the most parsimonious category.
The age categories used in this study include newborn (birth–6 months), infant (6
months–18 months), early child (2–5 yrs), late child (6–10 yrs), early adolescent (11–14 yrs), late
adolescent (15–19 yrs) young adult (20–34 yrs), middle-aged adult (35–50 yrs), and old adults
(55+ yrs) (following Buikstra and Ubelaker, 1994). A summary of the age estimates for all 23
individuals analyzed in this study are in Table 3, while the estimations of biological sex for the
14 adults, along with the number of individuals in each age category appear in Table 4.
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Table 3: Summary of individuals in each age category for this study.
Age category

Age range

# of individuals

Newborn

(birth–6 mos)

1

Infant

(6 mos–18 mos)

1

Early Child

(2–5 yrs)

5

Late Child

(6–10 yrs)

1

Early Adolescent

(11–14 yrs)

1

Late Adolescent

(15–19 yrs)

0

Young Adult

(20–34 yrs)

4

Middle-Aged Adult

(35–50 yrs)

10

Old Adult

(55+ yrs)

0

Total

-

23

Table 4: Summary of biological sex estimates for the 14 adult individuals in the sample.
Age Category

Males

Females

Young Adult

2

2

Middle-Aged Adult

6

4

Old Adult

0

0

Total Adults: 14

8

6
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Table 5: Summary of skeletal samples collected for the 23 individuals in this study by tissue type.
Individual ID

Sex

Age Category

Age Range

Tissue Type

HAb Xz EH1

Female

Young adult

30–34 yrs

M1, M2, tibia, rib

HAb Xa EH01

Male

Middle-aged adult

35–44 yrs

M1, rib

HAb Xa EH02

Female

Middle-aged adult

35–44 yrs

M1, rib

HAb Xa EH03

Female

Middle-aged adult

35–49 yrs

rib

HAb Xa EH04

Indeterminate

Early child

2+/- 1 yrs

dm2, rib

HAb Xa EH05

Male

Young adult

25–34 yrs

i2,M2, rib

HAb Xa EH06

Indeterminate

Early child

2+/- 1 yrs

dm2, rib

HAb Xa EH07

Female

Middle-aged adult

30–49 yrs

M1, rib

HAb Xa EH08

Indeterminate

Early adolescent

10–14 yrs

M1, rib

HAb Xa EH10

Male

Young adult

30–39 yrs

M2, rib

HAb Xa EH11

Male

Middle-aged adult

35–44 yrs

M2, rib

HAb Xa EH12

Male

Middle-aged adult

30–39 yrs

i1, M1, rib

HAb Xa EH13

Indeterminate

Infant

18mos +/- 6mos

dm1, rib

HAb Xa EH16

Indeterminate

Late child

8–11 yrs

I1, dm2, rib

HAb Xa EH17

Indeterminate

Early child

3 +/- 1 yrs

dm2, rib

HAb Xa EH18

Male

Middle-aged adult

45–60 yrs

M1, i2, femur, rib

HAb XIa EH01

Female

Young adult

20–30 yrs

M1, rib, femur

HAb XIa EH02

Male

Middle-aged adult

35–44 yrs

M2, C, rib, femur

HAb XIa EH03

Female

Middle-aged adult

35–44 yrs

M2, femur

HAb XIa EH05

Male

Middle-aged adult

30–40 yrs

M2, rib, femur

HAb XIa EH06

Indeterminate

Early child

1–2 yrs

dm1, rib

HAb XIa EH07

Indeterminate

Early child

2–4 yrs

dm2, rib, femur

HAb XIa EH08

Indeterminate

Newborn

NB-6mos

rib, femur

Key for abbreviations used in Table #
dm= deciduous molar
M= lower adult molar
i= lower adult incisor
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C= upper adult canine
I= upper adult incisor

Stable Isotope Methodology
Stable carbon and nitrogen analysis were conducted on pretreated bioapatite and collagen
extracted from 23 skeletons. The 57 sampled skeletal elements include 30 bone and 27 teeth
listed above in Table 5. Twelve duplicate samples were prepared to demonstrate reproducibility
of results through consistency in the execution of lab protocols and sample treatment. The total
number of duplicate samples broken down by tissue type are as follows: bone collagen (n=2),
bone apatite (n=3), tooth dentin collagen (n=3), and tooth enamel bioapatite (n=3). The
duplicates were run in separate batches from their original sample pairings and expected to
produce results within an acceptable margin of error as the original. The preparation and initial
processing took place at the University of Central Florida’s Laboratory for Bioarchaeological
Sciences in accordance with the protocols listed below.
Collagen Extraction Protocol
The laboratory protocol used for the extraction of collagen is based on a modified Longin
(1971) method (Brown et al., 1988). This method first involved cleaning of adhering surface
materials and repeated rinsing with distilled water in an ultrasonic bath. After drying, the bone or
dentin sample was broken down mechanically into a uniform fragment size. The sample was
then weighed at approximately 0.5 – 1.0 g for well-preserved samples. The next step was to
remove any lipids using a mixed solution of 2:1 chloroform and methanol. After lipid removal,
the bone/dentin sample was demineralized in dilute hydrochloric acid (HCl) using 0.25 M HCl to
maximize collagen yield. This process takes on average one to two weeks and continues until the
sample has softened indicating demineralization. After demineralization, humic acids that may
have contaminated the sample in the burial environment through contact with surrounding soil
were removed. The samples were soaked in 0.1 M sodium hydroxide (NaOH) for 20 minutes and
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often required several treatments until the solution appeared clear. The samples were then rinsed
a minimum of six times with distilled water until an approximately neutral pH (7 – 8) was
obtained. The samples were then soaked in 0.25 M hydrochloric acid and rinsed with distilled
H2O until a pH of 2.5–3.0 was obtained. The samples were heated in a 90°C oven in the weakly
acidic solution for a minimum of 16 hours causing the collagen to solubilize into the liquid. The
solution containing the collagen was pipetted off and deposited into previously weighed and
labeled glass vials to bake at 90°C until dry. After drying, the gelatinized collagen appeared as a
gold or amber colored ring of residue in the bottom of the vial. The percent weight collagen
yields were calculated using the following equation:
% collagen yield = (vial w/ collagen – vial w/out collagen) + (sample dry weight) × 100.

Carbonate Protocol
The carbonate protocol followed Metcalfe et al. (2009). The bone or tooth enamel was
first cleaned, and any trabecular bone or dentin was removed. The sample was ground with a
mortar and pestle to achieve a particle size of between 63 and 180 μm with a desired weight of
20–30 mg. Then 0.04 ml of 2% sodium hypochlorite (reagent-grade bleach) was added per each
mg of sample and left for 72 hours for bone (agitated every 24 hrs), while enamel treatment
requires only 24 hrs. The samples were then rinsed a minimum of five times with distilled water
and treated with 0.1 M acetic acid for four hours (Garvie-Lok et al., 2004; Koch et al., 1997).
After the acetic acid treatment, the samples were rinsed, covered with a Kimwipe and placed in
the freezer. Once frozen, the samples were freeze-dried for a minimum of 24 hrs. The sample
yield was calculated by first weighing the vial containing the freeze-dried powdered sample,
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subtracting the empty vial weight from the dried treated sample to obtain the weight of the
treated sample. The yield was calculated using the following equation:
% sample yield = (treated sample ÷ untreated sample) ×100
IRMS Analysis
After preparation, the samples were sent to the University of Florida Light Stable Isotope
Mass Spec Laboratory in Gainesville, Florida for stable isotope ratio mass spectrometry analysis
(IRMS). The carbon and nitrogen isotopic compositions of bone and dentin collagen were
measured using a Thermo Finnigan DeltaPLUS XL stable isotope mass spectrometer (IRMS)
interfaced via a Conflo-III device to a Costech ECS 4010 carbon and nitrogen elemental analyzer
in continuous flow mode.
For collagen analysis, IRMS utilizes the atomic mass differences between the heavier and
lighter isotopes to separate and weigh the constituents of a target sample (Pollard et al., 2007).
The sample is combusted, and the gas produced is electrically charged (ionized) as it moves
through an electromagnetic field. These charged particles of varying masses are collected in
calibrated Faraday cups (FC) positioned to capture and weigh the ratio of the desired
heavy/lighter stable isotopes (Meier-Augenstein, 2018).
The stable carbon isotope compositions of bone and enamel bioapatite were measured
using an automated Carbonate Kiel III device coupled to a Thermo Finnigan-Mat 252 isotope
ratio mass spectrometer (IRMS). The Carbonate Kiel III is an automatic preparation device that
digests small amounts of carbonate using phosphoric acid (H3PO4). This releases CO2, which is
purified, and the ratios of the isotopes contained within are measured (Thermo Fisher Scientific,
2019). The stable δ18O isotopic composition of the samples was also measured but will not be
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analyzed currently as it is beyond the scope of this project. The data will be analyzed for future
publication.
Data Evaluation
Prior to any data interpretation, it is first necessary to demonstrate that the isotopic ratio
measured through IRMS represents the original in vivo (biogenic) values reflecting consumed
diet (Ambrose, 1990; DeNiro, 1985; France et al., 2020; Hedges, 2002; Koch et al., 1997;
Nielsen-Marsh and Hedges, 1997; Schoeninger et al., 1989; Schwarcz and Schoeninger, 1991;
Szpak et al., 2017; Van Klinken, 1999; Wright and Schwarcz, 1996; Yoder and Bartelink, 2010).
This requires researchers to evaluate potential diagenetic alteration and demonstrate that the
methodology or instrumentation used during preparation and analysis did not unintentionally
alter the isotopic results. It is best practice to evaluate and report the precision and accuracy of
instrumentation and demonstrate reproducibility through the creation of replicate samples (Szpak
et al., 2017).
IRMS Calibration
The precision of the IRMS mass spectrometer data was quantified for both collagen and
bioapatite analyses. This was accomplished using internationally accepted standards via
comparison of measured IRMS values to their known isotopic values (Brand et al., 2014) over
three analytical runs for both collagen and bioapatite. Table 6 below summarizes the
international and internal standard reference materials (SRMs) and their isotopic values used in
this study as recommended by Szpak et al. (2017).
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Table 6: Standard reference materials used in calibration of the IRMS for this study. Outlined as recommended in
Szpak et al. (2017). International SRM values obtained from Brand et al. (2014). Internal standard value is averaged.

Standard
Name

IRMS
Analysis

Material

Type

δ13C

δ15N

(‰, VPDB)

(‰, AIR)

USGS-40 Collagen

L-Glutamic acid

International

–26.39‰

–4.52‰

USGS-41a Collagen

L-Glutamic acid

International

+37.63‰

+47.57‰

Bovine bone

Internal

–17.59‰

+8.17‰

NBS-18 Apatite

Carbonatite

International

–5.01‰

N/A

NBS-19 Apatite

Limestone

International

+1.95‰

N/A

SRM-1 Collagen

Two international standards, USGS-40 and USGS-41a, and one internal standard (SRM1) of bovine bone, were analyzed during each session to assess the analytical precision of
collagen data. The USGS-40 standard was run a minimum of six times per analytical session,
with one run requiring eight analyses. USGS-41a and SRM-1 (bovine bone) were analyzed two
times each per analytical session. Two international standards NSB-18 and NSB-19 were used to
assess the analytical precision of the bioapatite data. For each of the three analytical sessions,
eight NSB-19 and two NSB-18 standards were measured.
Sample Replication
Replication of samples provides an important measure of precision specific to the
materials analyzed, especially in bioarchaeology where heterogenous tissues (e.g., bulk collagen)
are used (Szpak et al., 2017). A subset of samples were duplicated: bone collagen (n=2), bone
apatite (n=3), tooth dentin collagen (n=3), and tooth enamel apatite (n=3). The absolute
difference for all duplicates was calculated by subtracting the lowest from the highest value. The
averaged differences between δ15N, δ13Ccol, and δ13Csc for duplicated samples is reported and
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separated by bone and tooth. The pooled standard deviation for both duplicated sample groups
was also calculated for IRMS measurements to provide an averaged quantification of
repeatability in results (Szpak et al., 2017). The reported values for any duplicated samples that
appear in the results are an average of the two measurements taken.
Measures of Preservation
The measures of preservation employed in this study to assess potential diagenesis are
discussed in this section presenting the formulae for collagen quality control first, then those for
assessing structural carbonate through bioapatite. The acceptable lower limit for collagen yield
for this study was 1% (Ambrose, 1990) calculated by:
% collagen yield = (vial w/ collagen – vial w/out collagen) + (sample dry weight) × 100.
This study accepts collagen atomic C:N ratios within the 2.9–3.6 range as unaltered by
diagenesis. The following formula was used to calculate the atomic C:N ratio as outlined in
DeNiro (1985):

𝐴𝑡𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑐 𝐶: 𝑁 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 =

14
× ( 𝐶 % 𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡/𝑁 % 𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 )
12

Diagenesis of structural carbonate was evaluated through Fourier-transform infrared
spectroscopy (FTIR) conducted on untreated (raw) powdered sample measuring between 63–
45μm. All FTIR analysis was conducted using the Perkin Elmer Spectrum Two™ FT-IR
spectrometer and converted to absorbance on a spectrum displaying wavelengths from 1800–450
cm –1. The acceptable range for the crystallinity index (CI), also referred to as the infra-red
splitting factor (IRSF), for archaeological bone was set at CI = 2.1–4.0. The acceptable range for
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the CI of enamel was set at 3.1–3.9 (France et al., 2020). The formula used to calculate the
crystallinity index through FTIR spectroscopy is as follows:
Crystallinity Index = (A605 + A565)/ A595
The relationship between the CI and the δ 13Csc values was assessed by creating a
bivariate plot. A linear correlation between crystallinity index and the measured isotopic ratios
suggests diagenetic carbonate loss and/or recrystallization has occurred (Shemesh, 1990; White
and Schwarcz, 1996). Another quantifiable measure of structural carbonate diagenesis assessed
through FTIR analysis is the carbonate/phosphate peak ratio (CO3/PO4), also referred to as
carbonate content (C/P) (Beasley et al., 2014; France et al., 2020; Wright and Schwarcz, 1996;
Yoder and Bartelink, 2010). The acceptable range for the C/P for poorly preserved
archaeological bone samples is 0.06–0.23, 0.12–0.37 for well preserved bone, and 0.08–0.20 for
enamel (France et al., 2020). The C/P ratio is calculated through the following equation:
Carbonate/Phosphate peak ratio = A1415/ A1035
It must be mentioned that the exact wavelengths listed in the equations do not always
correspond to the observed location of the peak or trough needed to calculate the CI or C/P,
therefore the closest peak or trough value to the specified wavelength was used. An example of
the FTIR spectrum output used to calculate the CI and C/P ratio is displayed below (Figure 5) to
help visualize how these assessments of potential diagenetic alteration are conducted.
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Figure 5: Example of spectrum output produced during FTIR analysis with x-axis representing the wavelength
(cm–1) and y-axis absorbance (A). The two vertical lines on left of this image indicate wavelengths used in
calculation of C/P ratio, while the three on the right are those used to calculate CI.

Percent C4 in Diet
The estimated proportion of C4 content in consumed diet was calculated using the
collagen δ13Ccol values and regional averages of C3 and C4 plants obtained from (Szpak et al.,
2013) using the following equation provided by Schwarcz et al. (1985).

% C4 in diet =

(𝛿 13 C𝑐𝑜𝑙 − 𝛿𝐶3 ) + Δ𝑑𝑐
𝛿𝐶4 − 𝛿𝐶3

× 100

Within the equation δC3 represents the mean value for the range of C3 plants and δC4
represents the mean value for C4 plants. The Δdc represents the approximate difference (–5.1‰)
between δCdiet−col (Schwarcz et al., 1985). The value for archaeological maize is assumed to be –
10.3‰ and the mean for available Andean C3 plants is –27‰ (Szpak et al., 2013). These values
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are calibrated to account for the Suess effect related to the increase in atmospheric CO2 from the
burning of fossil fuels (Keeling, 1969). This was accomplished by subtracting 1.5‰ from the
recorded modern plant values producing a difference between δC4 and δC3 of –16.7‰. This
estimate of % C4 in the diet is useful for discriminating between dietary profiles at a basic level.
Statistical Analyses
Descriptive statistics of the isotopic results including the mean, standard deviation,
sample variance, and range were first calculated for all bone and tooth data, then for biological
sex and age categories. Inferential statistical analysis was then conducted using the IBM SPSS®
27 program. A series of Mann-Whitney U tests were run as pairwise comparisons of the sample
means for IRMS values of bone and tooth values of the entire group, between adults and
juveniles, and between adult males to females. The Mann-Whitney U test is a nonparametric test
used to compare two sample groups in place of an independent t-test. The Wilcoxon signed-rank
test was conducted on the paired bone and tooth values from the same individuals. The Wilcoxon
Signed-rank test does not assume a strategy of random sampling and is useful for comparing two
related (dependent) sample groups, assessing any statistically significant differences between the
tissues of a single individual (Lomax and Hahs-Vaughn, 2012; Pallant, 2020).
These nonparametric statistical tests are ideal as they accommodate smaller sample sizes
and are well suited for imprecise measurement categories (i.e., age cohorts) (Lomax and HahsVaughn, 2012). The sample means were compared at a 95% confidence level (α = 0.05) to
determine if any statistically significant differences exist. For any statistically significant results
the effect size was calculated as outlined by Pallant (2020) using the following equation:
r = 𝑍⁄
√# 𝑜𝑓 𝑜𝑏𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠
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Where Z is the standardized test statistic provided in the SPSS® output. The effect size is
a measure of the practical significance of your results known as the strength of association
between the two means (Lomax and Hahs-Vaughn, 2012). The results are interpreted as 0.1 =
small effect, 0.3 = medium effect, 0.5 = large effect. A larger effect size indicates a larger
magnitude of difference between the compared sample groups and thus a stronger practical
significance of the results.
Dietary Models
Bivariate plots of the carbon and nitrogen isotopic values for bone and tooth dentin were
created to provide a multi-isotope comparison of the observable patterns in variation. The δ15N,
δ13Ccol, and δ13Csc values were also graphed by pairing early forming (tooth) and later forming
(bone) tissues by individual to qualitatively assess any pattern of change over the life course.
Discriminant function analysis was conducted using the δ15N, δ13Ccol, and δ13Csc values from
bone collagen and structural carbonate following Froehle et al. (2012). This analysis is built on
linear equations produced from stable isotope data gathered from eight different archaeological
populations with well-established dietary regimes. Unlike more simplistic dietary models that
utilize only two data points i.e., δ13Ccol and δ13Csc, the Froehle et al. (2012) model is able to
discriminate between marine and C4 protein diets, which is particularly important in the context
of this study. Function 1 characterizes the variation in carbon isotopic values from collagen and
structural carbonate, while Function 2 represents the variation in nitrogen values from collagen:
Function 1 = (0.322 × δ13Csc) + (0.727 × δ13Ccol) + (0.219 × δ15N) + 9.354
Function 2 = (–0.393 × δ13Csc) + (0.133 × δ13Ccol) + (0.622 × δ15N) – 8.703
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The five dietary clusters defined by Froehle et al. (2012) are: (1) 100% C3 diet/protein; (2) 30:70
C3:C4 diet, >50% C4 protein; (3) 50:50 C3:C4 diet, marine protein; (4) 70:30 C3:C4 diet, ≥65% C3
protein; (5) 30:70 C3:C4 diet, ≥65% C3 protein.
Adjusting for Enrichment in Consumer Tissues
In addition to the aforementioned multivariate model, the bone and dentin collagen
values were adjusted for diet to tissue fractionation and plotted over an Andean food web based
on data compiled by White et al. (2009) (after DeNiro, 1988; Tieszen et al., 1992, van der Merwe
et al., 1993). A food web is a dietary baseline model constructed from the directly measured
isotopic ratios of local flora and fauna and is important for accurate dietary reconstruction based
on the producers and consumers in a particular locale. As mentioned in Chapter 2, the mass
dependent properties of stable isotopes lead to variation in their distribution and circulation
within natural systems in predictable ways. This results in a systematic enrichment between
consumed dietary inputs and bodily tissues (outputs). The enrichment factor for δ15N obtained
from collagen is approximately +3‰ when accounting for the trophic level enrichment effect of
a consumer over its food source (DeNiro and Epstein, 1981; Post, 2002). The enrichment factor
for δ13Ccol is +5.1‰ between consumed diet and tissue (Ambrose and Norr, 1993). The
enrichment factor for δ13Csc is +9.5‰ between diet and structural carbonate (Ambrose, 1991).
Subtracting the enrichment factor from the measured isotopic value of the sample reproduces the
approximate value of the original consumed dietary component (i.e., plant or animal tissue). It is
important to note that this adjustment for diet to tissue enrichment is made only when comparing
the isotopic values to a food web. The food web used in this study is a generalized model not
specific to the site context. However, it is constructed from Andean plant and animal values and
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should be assessed holistically with the other methods to create a more refined dietary
reconstruction.
Research Hypotheses
The background and methodology discussed in the previous sections will allow the
following hypotheses (Table 7) to be tested using the stable isotopic ratios from the Huaca Las
Abejas samples. Here it is important to reassert the guiding research question. Did the social
elites from Huaca Las Abejas cemetery at Túcume share similar food choice behaviors? The
research hypotheses are tailored to directly address research questions regarding variation in food
choice behaviors between adults and juveniles, males and females, and individual variation over
the life course.
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Table 7: Summary of research hypotheses with expected outcomes and possible interpretations.

Hypothesis

Alternative Hypothesis

1. H0: The mean, standard
deviation, and range of stable
isotopic values for the social
elites of Huaca Las Abejas will
show a limited range of
variation.

There is a wide range in stable
isotope values deviating
significantly from the total sample
mean.

Implications if
H0 is rejected
This group did not share a
homogeneous diet.
Different social identities
influenced food behaviors.
Alternatively, the sample
contains individuals from
different populations.

2. H0: There is no significant
difference between the stable
isotopic values of juveniles and
adult social elites.

3. H0: There is no significant
difference between the stable
isotopic values of adult male
and female social elites.

4. H0: There is no significant
change in stable isotopic values
of carbon and nitrogen between
paired early (tooth) and later
forming (bone) biological
tissues over the life course of an
individual.

There is a significant difference
between mean stable isotope
values of juvenile and adult
individuals as food behaviors are
related to age-based social
categories.

Children belonged to a
different social category than
adults and were fed different
foods.

There is a significant difference
between mean stable isotope
values of adult male and female
social elites as gender affects food
behaviors.

Gender affects social identity
and impacted food behaviors at
Túcume in the Late Horizon.

There is a significant difference
between early forming and later
forming tissues, as individual
food behaviors change throughout
the life course.

Individual social categories
based on age and gender
shifted throughout life.
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If not, children are often
dependent upon parents for
food acquisition and fed the
same foods.

If not, then social status was a
more important determinant of
food resource access and
consumption.

If not, then social elites
maintain consistent food
behaviors as social status was a
more important determinant of
access and consumption.

Chapter Summary
This chapter detailed the materials and methods employed during this study. The methods
used in the osteological analysis along with laboratory protocols for sample preparation and mass
spectrometry were discussed. The measures for determining data authenticity were provided
while highlighting the importance of instrument calibration and evaluation of taphonomic
alteration caused by the burial environment. The statistical methods and dietary modeling
procedures applied to these data address the four hypotheses to answer the overarching research
questions. This next chapter presents the results of this study beginning with a demonstration of
data authenticity.
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CHAPTER 4: RESULTS

This chapter begins by providing quantified measures of precision and accuracy for
instrument calibration and methodological preparation including sample replication. The next
sections assess the authenticity of the measured stable isotopic ratios through widely accepted
indicators of preservation used to evaluate diagenesis. The stable isotopic results are then
summarized including a presentation of box and whisker plots of the bone and tooth results by
age and sex categories and tooth type. This is followed by the analytical results including
statistical analyses and discriminant function dietary regime modeling. Finally, paired early
forming (teeth) and later forming tissues (bone) are plotted for 15 individuals to visually assess
change over the life course through the isotopic ratios.
IRMS Calibration Standards
The precision of the standard reference material USGS-40 (n=20) was determined to be
0.087‰ for δ13Ccol and 0.093‰ for δ15N representing an average over the three analytical
sessions. The precision of NSB-19 (n=23) was 0.024‰ for δ13Csc averaged over three analytical
sessions. The results of SRM analyses produced an average precision error margin of less than a
tenth of one per mil ‰ suggesting consistency, accuracy, and reproducibility in the IRMS
measurements over the three analytical sessions for collagen and apatite.
Replicate Samples
The difference between duplicated bone samples produced an averaged difference of
0.095‰ for δ13Ccol , 0.237‰ for δ13Csc, and 0.170‰ for δ15N with pooled standard deviations of
0.085‰, 0.170‰, and 0.160‰ respectively. The difference between duplicated tooth samples
produced an averaged difference of 0.377‰ for δ13Ccol, 0.377 ‰ for δ13Csc, and 0.123‰ for
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δ15N with pooled standard deviations of 0.283‰, 0.391‰, and 0.114‰ respectively. The largest
difference between replicate sample measurements was 0.95‰ and still less than a one per mil
(‰) difference. This is not a large difference isotopically and would not drastically alter
interpretations. This high degree of precision between duplicates demonstrates consistency in
sample preparation and indicates that methodological practices did not alter the measured
isotopic ratios. Table 8 summarizes the results of duplicate sample analysis.
Table 8: Average accuracy and pooled standard deviations for all duplicate samples separated by IRMS
measurement and tissue analyzed.

Sample ID#

Tissue
Type

Difference in
δ Ccol (‰,VPDB)

Difference in
δ Csc (‰,VPDB)

Difference in
δ15N (‰, AIR)

13

13

TUC-01

bone

-

0.33

-

TUC-462

bone

-

0.19

-

TUC-489

bone

-

0.19

-

TUC-02

bone

No yield

-

No yield

TUC-509

bone

0.01

-

0.02

TUC-512

bone

0.17

-

0.32

Average Accuracy

0.095

0.237

0.170

Pooled std. dev.

0.085

0.170

0.160

TUC-04

tooth

-

0.12

-

TUC-465

tooth

-

0.95

-

TUC-526

tooth

0.38

0.06

0.05

TUC-475

tooth

0.21

-

0.27

TUC-514

tooth

0.54

-

0.05

Average Accuracy

0.377

0.377

0.123

Pooled std. dev.

0.283

0.391

0.114
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Collagen Preservation
The raw data for the measures of preservation for collagen are provided in Appendix B.
The bone collagen yields produced a mean of 12.76%, with a standard deviation of 5.67%, and a
range of 16.8%. The atomic C:N ratios for bone produced a mean of 3.17, a standard deviation of
0.09, and a range of 3.11 to 3.56. There were six bone samples with insufficient collagen yields
and not included in the final analyses. All carbon and nitrogen % weights met the acceptable
criteria of greater than 4.5% and 0.9 weight % respectively.
The collagen yields for tooth dentin collagen produced a mean of 10.23%, with a
standard deviation of 3.79%, and a range of 15.0%. The collagen atomic C:N ratios for dentin
produced a mean of 3.18, with a standard deviation of 0.04, and a range of 3.12 to 3.29. Only one
dentin sample (TUC-488) did not produce a sufficient yield during sample preparation. Tables 9
and 10 below summarize the results.

Table 9: Bone collagen descriptive statistics for measures of preservation.

All Bone
Collagen
(n=24)
Mean

Sufficient
% Yield

Weight
%C

Weight
%N

Atomic
C:N

12.76

43.62

16.08

3.17

Std. Dev.

5.67

2.98

1.40

0.09

Minimum

2.90

33.46

10.97

3.11

Maximum

19.7

46.21

17.16

3.56

Range

16.8

12.75

6.19

0.45
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Table 10: Dentin collagen descriptive statistics for measures of preservation.

All dentin
Collagen
(n=29)
Mean

Sufficient
% Yield

Weight
%C

Weight
%N

Atomic
C:N

10.23

44.16

16.2

3.18

Std. Dev.

3.79

4.66

1.76

0.04

Minimum

1.00

19.69

6.99

3.12

Maximum

16.00

47.94

17.61

3.29

Range

15.00

28.25

10.62

0.17

FTIR Results
The raw FTIR data is provided in Appendix B. The FTIR results for bone and enamel
structural carbonate are summarized in Table 11. The results are presented as descriptive
statistics for the carbonate/phosphate peak (CO3/PO4) ratio and crystallinity index (CI) separated
by tissue type. The calculated crystallinity index is also plotted with the δ13Csc (‰, VPDB) ratios
for bone (Figure 6) and teeth (Figure 7) as another assessment of potential diagenesis.
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Table 11: Summary of FTIR results displaying descriptive statistics for bone and enamel.

FTIR Analysis
Results
Tissue Type

C/P peak ratio
(CO3/PO4)
Bone

Crystallinity Index
CI (IRSF)

Enamel

Bone

Enamel

Mean

0.24

0.14

3.27

3.18

Std. Dev.

0.07

0.02

0.22

0.35

Minimum

0.12

0.09

2.76

2.71

Maximum

0.36

0.18

3.70

3.83

Range

0.24

0.09

0.94

1.13

Total

n=33

n=30

n=33

n=30

All bone samples were within the recommended acceptable CI (IRSF) range for
archaeological bone of 2.1–4.0 (France et al., 2020) displaying a mean of 3.27 and a range of
2.76 to 3.70. For bone samples, all but seven fell within the acceptable C/P peak ratio range for
poorly preserved archaeological bone of 0.06–0.23 provided by France et al. (2020). Upon
further investigation, the seven samples appear on average to display better preservation with a
mean collagen yield of 15.14%. Therefore, it is assumed that these represent individuals with
better skeletal preservation and the range for well-preserved archaeological bone was applied.
The acceptable range for well-preserved archaeological bone of C/P is 0.12–0.37 (France et al.,
2020) and these seven samples fall within that range displaying a minimum C/P ratio of 0.29 and
a maximum of 0.36. According to Wright and Schwarcz (1996) if recrystallization has occurred,
bone samples display a lower C/P ratio and a higher CI (Nielsen-Marsh and Hedges, 1997) with
a pronounced peak at 1096 cm–1 indicating a shift towards francolite. For the seven samples the
opposite trend is observed as they display higher C/P ratios than the poorly preserved samples
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with CI close to the mean of all bone samples and no pronounced francolite peak. Moreover, this
supports the conclusion that these samples are well-preserved and should be assessed using the
range for well-preserved bone. These samples were included in all analyses.
All tooth enamel samples were within the acceptable CI (IRSF) range of 3.1–3.9 with a
mean of 3.18 and a range of 2.71 to 3.83. The enamel samples were also all within the
recommended acceptable C/P peak ratio range of 0.08–0.20 (France et al., 2020) with a mean of
0.14 and a range of 0.09 to 0.18.
4

Crystalinty Index (IRSF)

3.5

3

2.5
y = 0.0472x + 3.5726
R² = 0.0316

2
-9.00

-8.00

-7.00

-6.00

-5.00

-4.00

δ13Csc (‰, VPDB)
Figure 6: Biplot displaying δ13Csc (‰, VPDB) ratios and crystallinity index of bone.
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4

Crystalinty Index (IRSF)

3.5

3

2.5
y = -0.0863x + 2.7702
R² = 0.129

2
-8.00

-7.00

-6.00

-5.00

δ13Csc

-4.00

-3.00

-2.00

(‰, VPDB)

Figure 7: Biplot displaying δ13Csc (‰, VPDB) ratios and crystallinity index of enamel.

Figures 6 and 7 display a simple linear regression modeling of the FTIR data. This
suggests a weak correlation between the calculated crystallinity index and the measured δ13Csc
(‰, VPDB) ratios with the R2 values of 0.03 for bone and 0.13 for enamel. This suggests that
recrystallization of exogenous carbonates has not altered the biogenic isotopic ratios measured.
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Isotopic Results
A summary of the isotopic results reported here by mean value for each IRMS
measurement δ15N (‰, AIR), δ13Ccol (‰, VPDB), and δ13Csc (‰, VPDB) are summarized in the
tables below. The bone and tooth isotopic results are summarized for the whole group in Table
11 and 12, separated by juveniles and adults in Table 13 and 14, then by biological sex
categories in Table 15 and 16 as outlined by the research hypotheses. The second part of this
results section provides a bi-variate plot of the raw bone and tooth δ15N (‰, AIR) and δ13Ccol
(‰, VPDB) values in Figure 8 then presents these data separated by tissue age and biological sex
categories in additional plots in Figures 9–12. The following section describes the patterns in
variation in three subsections broken down by isotopic parameter and comparing them by sample
groups to address the research questions.
Figures 13–15 then provide box and whisker plots of δ15N , δ13Ccol, and δ13Csc results
plotted by tissue type and separated by juveniles, males, and females. Figures 16–19 provide the
δ15N , δ13Ccol, and δ13Csc results separated by tooth types in rough chronological order. The mean
values are indicated by an ‘x”, boxes representing the interquartile ranges display the middle
50% of the data, whiskers represent ± 1 IQR, and dots indicate outliers as values outside 1.5
IQRs.
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Table 12: All bone and tooth results descriptive statistics.

Tissue Type

δ15N

δ13Ccol

δ13Csc

(‰, AIR)

(‰, VPDB)

(‰, VPDB)

Bone

Dentin

Bone

Dentin

Bone

Enamel

10.32

11.70

–11.38

–11.18

–6.37

–4.99

Std. Dev.

1.43

1.10

0.84

0.98

0.84

1.38

Variance

2.03

1.22

0.71

0.97

0.70

1.91

Minimum

6.69

9.40

–12.86

–12.92

–8.42

–7.18

Maximum

12.62

13.90

–9.65

–8.69

–4.71

–2.55

Range

5.93

4.50

3.21

4.23

3.71

4.63

Total

n=22

n=29

n=22

n=29

n=30

n=27

Mean
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Table 13: Bone sample descriptive statistics by age category: adults and juveniles.

Bone

δ15N

δ13Ccol

δ13Csc

(‰, AIR)

(‰, VPDB)

(‰, VPDB)

Adult

Juvenile

Adult

Juvenile

Adult

Juvenile

10.16

10.86

–11.46

–11.08

–6.43

–6.25

Std. Dev.

1.05

2.40

0.91

0.52

0.71

1.05

Variance

1.11

5.78

0.83

0.27

0.50

1.11

Minimum

8.06

6.69

–12.86

–11.88

–8.01

–8.42

Maximum

12.62

12.62

–9.65

–10.46

–5.34

–4.71

4.56

5.93

3.21

1.42

2.67

3.71

n=17

n=5

n=17

n=5

n=19

n=11

Mean

Range
Total

Table 14: Tooth sample descriptive statistics by age category: adults and juveniles.

Tooth

δ15N

δ13Ccol

δ13Csc

(‰, AIR)

(‰, VPDB)

(‰, VPDB)

Adult

Juvenile

Adult

Juvenile

Adult

Juvenile

11.36

12.59

–11.53

–10.25

–5.24

–4.51

Std. Dev.

0.82

1.31

0.71

1.03

1.27

1.54

Variance

0.67

1.72

0.50

1.07

1.62

2.36

Minimum

9.4

10.47

–12.92

–11.41

–7.18

–7.13

Maximum

13.08

13.90

–10.14

–8.69

–2.55

–2.58

Range

3.68

3.43

2.78

2.72

4.63

4.55

Total

n=21

n=8

n=21

n=8

n=18

n=9

Mean
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Table 15: Bone sample descriptive statistics for adult males and females.

Bone

δ15N

δ13Ccol

δ13Csc

(‰, AIR)

(‰, VPDB)

(‰, VPDB)

Male

Female

Male

Female

Male

Female

10.54

9.47

–11.05

–12.23

-6.30

–6.61

Std. Dev.

0.93

0.95

0.79

0.58

0.64

0.80

Variance

0.87

0.91

0.62

0.33

0.40

0.64

Minimum

9.10

8.06

–12.33

–12.86

–7.40

–8.01

Maximum

12.62

10.41

–9.65

–11.18

–5.34

–5.65

Range

3.52

2.35

2.68

1.68

2.05

2.36

Total

n=11

n=6

n=11

n=6

n=11

n=8

Mean

Table 16: Tooth sample descriptive statistics for adult males and females.

Teeth

δ15N

δ13Ccol

δ13Csc

(‰, AIR)

(‰, VPDB)

(‰, VPDB)

Male

Female

Male

Female

Male

Female

11.37

11.35

–11.29

–12.03

-5.15

-5.41

Std. Dev.

0.62

1.18

0.44

0.91

1.19

1.52

Variance

0.38

1.39

0.20

0.83

1.43

2.32

Minimum

10.70

9.40

–12.15

–12.92

-6.66

-7.18

Maximum

13.04

13.08

–10.59

–10.14

–2.55

–2.74

Range

2.34

3.68

1.56

2.78

4.11

4.44

Total

n=14

n=7

n=14

n=7

n=12

n=6

Mean
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15.00

14.00

13.00

δ15N (‰, AIR)

12.00

11.00

10.00

9.00

8.00

Bone Collagen
Dentin Collagen

7.00

6.00
-15.00

-14.00

-13.00

-12.00

-11.00

-10.00

-9.00

-8.00

-7.00

-6.00

δ13Ccol (‰, VPDB)

Figure 8: Bivariate plot displaying δ15N and δ13Ccol isotopic results for bone and dentin collagen.
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15.00

14.00

13.00

δ15N (‰ AIR)

12.00

11.00

10.00

9.00
Juvenile Bone

8.00

Adult Bone

7.00

6.00
-15.00

-14.00

-13.00

-12.00

-11.00

-10.00

-9.00

-8.00

-7.00

-6.00

δ13Ccol (‰ VPDB)
Figure 9: Bivariate plot of δ15N and δ13Ccol bone isotopic results separated by age category.
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11.00

10.00

9.00
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8.00
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6.00
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-14.00

-13.00

-12.00

-11.00

δ13Ccol

-10.00

-9.00

-8.00

-7.00

-6.00

(‰, VPDB)

Figure 10: Bivariate plot of δ15N and δ13Ccol bone isotopic results separated by biological sex category.
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Figure 11: Bivariate plot of δ15N and δ13Ccol dentin isotopic results separated by age category.
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Figure 12: Bivariate plot of δ15N and δ13Ccol dentin isotopic results separated by biological sex category.
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Group Variation
The δ15N values of bone display a wide range of variation at 5.93‰ spanning almost two
trophic levels. The bone δ13Ccol and δ13Csc ratios (Table 12) are more homogenous than δ15N.
There is less variability in δ13Ccol and δ13Csc with ranges of 3.21‰ and 3.71‰ respectfully that
do not span into isotopic signatures that would drastically alter the dietary interpretation. Teeth
are more consistent in δ15N ratios with a narrower range and standard deviation than bone. There
was more variability in tooth δ13Ccol and δ13Csc ratios than bone with teeth displaying
approximately a 1‰ higher range.
Adults and Juveniles
The mean for adult bone collagen δ15N is slightly lower than that of juveniles by 0.7‰
Adult bone collagen δ15N values are more homogeneous than those of juveniles with a range of
4.56‰ while juveniles display a range of 5.93‰. Adult dentin collagen displays less variation
than adult bone collagen with a range in δ15N of 3.68‰, but more variation than juveniles who
have a slightly more homogenous dentin collagen range of 3.43‰.
The adult bone δ13Ccol mean is also slightly lower than juveniles by 0.42‰, yet the adult
bone δ13Ccol values are much more heterogenous, over twice the range of juvenile bone δ13Ccol
with a wider range of variation at 3.21‰ and 1.42‰ respectively. However, adult and juvenile
dentin δ13Ccol values are more homogenous and similar in terms of variation displaying narrower
ranges of variation at 2.78‰ and 2.72‰.
The mean adult bone δ13Csc is 0.22‰ lower than that of juveniles, yet adult δ13Csc is more
homogenous with a narrower range of 2.67‰, which is 1.04‰ less than juvenile bone. It is
important to highlight that there are more samples included with both bone structural carbonate
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datasets than the bone collagen due to insufficient collagen yields. The adult tooth enamel δ13Csc
mean value is just 0.73‰ lower than juveniles. Adult and juvenile tooth enamel δ13Csc results
display a similar range in variation with only a 0.08‰ difference.
Males and Females
The δ15N mean for male bone collagen is 1.07‰ higher than that of females. The male
δ15N results also display more heterogeneity than those of females with a range that is 1.17‰
wider. The δ15N means for male and female dentin collagen are much closer with males only
0.02‰ higher. However, the female dentin collagen values display more heterogeneity than the
males with a range that is 1.34‰ wider.
The male bone collagen δ13Ccol mean is 1.18‰ higher than that of females displaying
more heterogeneity and a range that is 1‰ wider. There is less of a difference between male and
female dentin collagen δ13Ccol means with males only elevated 0.74‰. However, the female
dentin collagen is more heterogenous with a range that is 1.22‰ wider than that of males
displaying the opposite pattern of bone variation.
The male and female bone structural carbonate δ13Csc means are much closer than that of
δ13Ccol with males being only 0.31‰ higher. Both male and female bone δ13Csc values are similar
in their ranges at 2.05‰ and 2.36‰ respectively with females displaying more heterogeneity.
Male and female tooth enamel apatite δ13Csc values are more heterogenous than bone apatite with
approximately twice the ranges for both males and females. Mean male and female tooth enamel
apatite δ13Csc values are quite similar with males only being 0.26‰ higher than females although
females are slightly more heterogenous with a range that is 0.33‰ wider.
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Figure 13: Box and whisker plots of bone and tooth δ15N (‰, AIR) results separated by age and sex categories.

Figure 13 provides a visual display of the δ15N values. Dentin δ15N values appear
elevated on average over the bone values for all sample groups. Juvenile bone has the widest
range, and male bone is elevated above female bone, but displays a smaller IQR. Also note the
presence of the male bone outlier.
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Figure 14: Box and whisker plots of bone and tooth δ13Ccol (‰, VPDB) results separated by age and sex categories.

In Figure 14, the juvenile dentin values are the highest on average and display the most
heterogeneity despite a mean that is less than 1‰ higher than males. The juvenile bone is most
similar to the male dentin displaying a similar IQR and mean. The male bone collagen δ13Ccol
values display a wide IQR with a mean that is elevated above both female dentin and bone
collagen.
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Figure 15: Box and whisker plots of bone and tooth δ13Csc (‰, VPDB) results separated by age and sex categories.

Enamel structural carbonate δ13Csc values appear elevated above bone structural
carbonate for all categories and display a wider range in variation than δ13Ccol. Note the large
IQR for juvenile enamel spanning just under 3‰. Male and female bone are quite similar and
display much narrower IQRs with males having one outlier.
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Figure 16: Box and whisker plots of dentin δ15N values separated by tooth type in chronological formation order.

There is a consistent depletion in δ15N values when dental samples are ordered in
chronological formation. Deciduous molars display much higher δ15N values with a narrow IQR.
Note the wide range of variation in 1st molars with the 1.5 extended IQR whisker range
encompassing over a full trophic level at almost 4‰.
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Figure 17: Box and whisker plots of dentin δ13Ccol values separated by tooth type in chronological formation order.

Deciduous molar dentin collagen δ13Ccol values are elevated above all other dentition, also
displaying the widest IQR although there is some overlap with the 1st molars. The incisors and
canines appear quite homogenous. The rest of the dentition sample categories appear relatively
similar in collagen δ13Ccol values, with the 1st molars and 2nd molars displaying more variation
than the incisors and canines.
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Figure 18: Box and whisker plots of enamel δ13Csc values separated by tooth type in chronological formation order.

The dental enamel apatite δ13Csc values are more heterogenous than the other isotopic
parameters with the deciduous and 1st molars displaying the highest variability. The deciduous
molars have the largest IQR spanning approximately 3‰ but show overlap with the ranges of the
other dentition. The incisors and canines are the host homogenous also displaying the lowest
δ13Csc values.
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Analytical Results
The Mann-Whitney U nonparametric test was conducted on the isotopic results to assess
if any statistically significant differences exist between bone and tooth, adults and juveniles, and
males to females. Each pairwise comparison is summarized in Table 17 identifying differences in
sample group means for δ15N (‰, AIR), δ13Ccol (‰ ,VPDB), and δ13Csc (‰, VPDB). At the
established α = 0.05 six comparisons revealed statistically significant differences with a
confidence level of 95%.

Table 17: Results of Mann-Whitney U test comparing isotopic results by tissue, sex, and age categories. Significant
results in bold.

Mann-Whitney
U test

δ15N

δ13Ccol

δ13Csc

(‰, AIR)

(‰, VPDB)

(‰, VPDB)

*Comparison:

U Test
Statistic

p
value

Effect
Size

U Test
Statistic

p
value

Effect
size

U Test
Statistic

p
value

Effect
Size

Tooth/bone

516.0

.000

0.5

347.5

.588

-

650.0

.000

0.5

bone

22.5

.120

-

32.5

.446

-

88.5

.306

-

tooth

108.0

.047

0.4

126.0

.002

0.6

56.0

.212

-

bone

12.0

.037

0.5

6.5

.005

0.7

37.0

.600

-

tooth

34.0

.892

-

62.0

.013

0.6

30.5

.616

-

Adult/Juvenile

Males/Females

*Effect sizes expressed as r calculated following Pallant (2020) for nonparametric tests. 0.1 = small effect, 0.3 =
medium effect, 0.5 = large effect.
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The Wilcoxon Signed-rank test conducted on paired tissues from 12 adult individuals
produced two significant results with large effect sizes at the established α = 0.05 summarized in
Table 18. There were statistically significant differences between mean δ15N and δ13Csc values of
paired tissues, but not δ13Ccol.

Table 18: Results of dependent Wilcoxon Signed rank test for paired bone and tooth samples. Significant results in
bold.

Wilcoxon
Signed-rank
Test

δ15N

δ13Ccol

δ13Csc

(‰, AIR)

(‰, VPDB)

(‰, VPDB)

Results

Z Test
Statistic

p
value

Effect
Size

Z Test
Statistic

p
value

Effect
size

Z Test
Statistic

p
value

Effect
size

Tooth/Bone

–2.903

.004

0.6

–0.471

.638

-

–2.667

.008

0.5

Percent C4 In Diet
The results summarized in Tables 19 and 20 show a majority C4 diet with an estimated %
C4 above 57% for bone and tooth across all age and sex categories. The juvenile mean % C4 was
higher than that of adults for bone and tooth with juvenile dentin being the highest. Male % C4
was higher than female for all categories with the bone being 7.06% higher on average. The
range for juvenile bone is the narrowest at 8.51 with male dentin also displaying a narrower
range of 9.32.
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Table 19: % C4 in diet results for adult and juvenile bones.

Descriptive
Statistics:
Bone
Mean

% C4 in diet
Adult

Juvenile

Male

Female

62.50

64.76

64.99

57.93

Std. Dev.

5.46

3.11

4.72

3.46

Variance

29.76

9.66

22.27

11.96

Minimum

54.15

59.98

57.30

54.15

Maximum

73.35

68.48

73.35

64.21

Range

19.20

8.51

16.05

10.06

Total

n=17

n=5

n=11

n=6

Table 20: % C4 in diet for adult and juvenile teeth.

Descriptive
Statistics
Tooth
Mean

% C4 in diet
Adult

Juvenile

Male

Female

62.06

69.75

63.53

59.13

Std. Dev.

4.25

6.18

2.66

5.47

Variance

18.08

38.21

7.06

29.93

Minimum

53.77

62.81

58.41

53.77

Maximum

70.44

79.10

67.72

70.44

Range

16.67

16.29

9.32

16.67

Total

n=21

n=8

n=14

n=7
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Discriminant Function Analysis
Following the discriminant function dietary modelling procedure outlined by Froehle et
al. (2012), the bone ratios for δ15N (‰, AIR), δ13Ccol (‰, VPDB), and δ13Csc (‰, VPDB) were
used to produce the Function 1 (“Carbon”) and Function 2 (“Nitrogen”) scores plotted in Figure
19. All individuals except one early adolescent (HAb Xa EH08) fell neatly within Cluster 2
predicting a dietary regime of 30:70 C3:C4 ratio, >50% C4 protein. Juveniles displayed slightly
higher “Nitrogen” scores and two adult females were within the overlapping area with Cluster 5,
which predicts a dietary regime of 30:70 C3:C4 diet, ≥65% C3 protein.
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Figure 19: Results of Froehle et al. (2012) discriminant function analysis for Huaca Las Abejas bone. The predicted
dietary regimes for each cluster are: (1) 100% C3 diet/protein; (2) 30:70 C3:C4 diet, >50% C4 protein; (3) 50:50
C3:C4 diet, marine protein; (4) 70:30 C3:C4 diet, ≥65% C3 protein; (5) 30:70 C3:C4 diet, ≥65% C3 protein.
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Life History
The isotopic results for the δ15N (‰, AIR), δ13Ccol (‰, VPDB), and δ13Csc (‰, VPDB)
ratios from paired earlier (tooth) and later forming tissues are presented below in a series of three
charts. The charts organize these data by individual (on x-axis) to visually assess any differences
between these isotopic ratios reflecting change over the life course. The individual paired results
are numbered and correspond to the following key in Table 21:
Table 21: Key for number system used to designate paired tissue isotopic results by individual.

Individual ID

Age category

1

HAb Xa EH08

Juvenile

2

HAb XIa EH06

Juvenile

3

HAb XIa EH07

Juvenile

4

HAb Xa EH01

Male

5

HAb Xa EH05

Male

6

HAb Xa EH10

Male

7

HAb Xa EH11

Male

8

HAb Xa EH12

Male

9

HAb Xa EH18

Male

10

HAb XIa EH02

Male

11

HAb XIa EH05

Male

12

HAb Xa EH02

Female

13

HAb Xa EH07

Female

14

HAb XIa EH01

Female

15

HAb XIa EH03

Female
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15.00

Juveniles

Males

Females

14.00
13.00

δ15N (‰, AIR)

12.00
11.00
10.00
9.00
8.00

Tooth

7.00

Bone
6.00
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

Figure 20: Paired bone and dentin δ15N values displayed for 15 individuals (x-axis) with available paired tissues.

There are consistent differences between the paired tissue δ15N values with dentin
elevated approximately 2‰ above bone, and juveniles appear slightly elevated above the other
groups. Individual 1 displays a much wider difference at over 4‰ and individual 9 displays the
opposite pattern than the overall group with their bone collagen δ15N values actually exceeding
those of their earlier forming dentin.
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-8.50

Males

Juveniles

-9.00

Females

-9.50

Tooth
Bone

δ13Ccol (‰, VPDB)

-10.00

-10.50
-11.00
-11.50
-12.00
-12.50
-13.00
-13.50
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

Figure 21: Paired bone and dentin δ13Ccol values displayed for 15 individuals (x-axis) with available paired tissues.

Paired bone and tooth δ13Ccol values displayed a consistent pattern for juveniles and
females with the female bone δ13Ccol lower than the dentin collagen. Males on average display
the opposite pattern with the majority having a wider difference between tissues and higher bone
δ13Ccol values than their tooth dentin.
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-1.50

Males

Juveniles

-2.00

Females

-2.50
-3.00
-3.50

δ13Csc (‰, VPDB)

-4.00
-4.50
-5.00
-5.50
-6.00
-6.50
-7.00
-7.50
-8.00

Teeth

-8.50

Bone

-9.00
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

Figure 22: Paired bone and enamel δ13Csc values displayed for 15 individuals (x-axis) with available paired tissues.

Paired bone and tooth δ13Csc isotopic results displayed the highest differences between
tissues with a consistent pattern as teeth were elevated over bone for all individuals except two
males, Individuals 8 and 10. Juveniles displayed less difference between bone and teeth while
two males and one female displayed over twice the average difference between their tissue
values.
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Chapter Summary
This chapter demonstrated the authenticity of these stable isotope data through the
quantification of the precision and accuracy of instrumentation, reproducibility in sample
preparation methods, and measures of preservation to evaluate diagenesis. There were six bone
and one dentin collagen sample with insufficient yields for analysis. All measures of preservation
and FTIR analysis results were within acceptable parameters. The Mann-Whitney U tests and
Wilcoxon signed rank tests revealed significant differences between sample groups. The results
of the Froehle et al. (2012) modeling predicted the dietary regime of the Huaca Las Abejas
samples belong to Cluster 2 (30:70 C3:C4 diet, >50% C4 protein). The paired early forming
(teeth) and later forming tissue (bone) charts for 15 individuals revealed consistent patterns in the
shifting of isotopic ratios.
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CHAPTER 5: DISCUSSION

Research utilizing stable isotopic analysis provides valuable data to reconstruct ancient
dietary patterns through human tissues. This research is an invaluable contribution to ongoing
investigations of regional Andean dietary patterns during this period of imperial rule. The
samples displayed variable preservation in terms of collagen yields as six bone samples and one
dentin sample were excluded from analysis. There was a bias towards adult bone samples as the
majority that did not produce sufficient collagen yields were juveniles. The stable isotopic data
set produced during this study was used to answer the following research questions regarding
dietary variation of social elites at Huaca Las Abejas:
1. Is there stable isotopic evidence for dietary variation in the social elites of Huaca Las
Abejas?
2. Did adult and juvenile social elites from Huaca Las Abejas cemetery at Túcume share
similar food choice behaviors?
3. Did the adult male and female social elites of Huaca Las Abejas share similar food
choice behaviors?
4. Did the dietary choices of individual social elites remain consistent throughout their
life course?
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The discussion begins with the hypothesis test results and is organized with a sub-section
devoted to address each of the research questions listed above. This chapter will conclude with a
comparison of the Huaca Las Abejas bone collagen isotopic data to three contemporaneous
coastal sites. The rejection of the null hypotheses listed below for certain isotopic parameters
allows dietary variation to be discussed within this cemetery group.
Hypothesis Test Results
The null (H0) are constructed to predict no evidence of variation in the stable isotopic
values. There are three isotopic parameters that are compared between tissues and sample groups
to address the main research questions. The focus will be on the statistically significant
differences between tissues and sample groups listed in Table 22.
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Table 22: Hypothesis test results based on dietary variation to address research questions using stable isotopic data.

Hypothesis

Decision

Interpretation

1. H0: The mean, standard
deviation, and range of
bone and teeth stable
isotopic values for the
social elites of Huaca Las
Abejas indicate dietary
homogeneity.

Reject H0. The mean for all bone
collagen (n=22) δ15N was +10.32
± 1.43‰ with a range of 5.93,
spanning almost two trophic levels
(one trophic level ~3‰).

The bone nitrogen range cannot
be explained solely through
breastfeeding enrichment or
physiological variation.

The range of δ13Csc bone apatite
was 3.71‰ with a standard
deviation of 0.84‰. Enamel
apatite δ13Csc had a higher range
of 4.63‰ with a higher standard
deviation of 1.38‰.

This group did not share a
homogeneous diet as reflected in
variation within bone and tooth
values.

2. H0: There is no
significant difference
between the mean stable
isotopic values of juveniles
and adults.

Reject H0. There was a
statistically significant difference
between the δ15N & δ13Ccol values
of adult and juvenile teeth, but not
δ13Csc.

Dental tissues represent diet at the
time of formation. Adult dental
tissues are representing diet
during early life.

3. H0: There is no
significant difference
between the mean stable
isotopic values between
adult males and females.

Reject H0. There were statistically
significant differences between the
mean δ15N bone and δ13Ccol bone
and tooth values for males and
females.

Males and females were
consuming different foods at
Túcume during the Late Horizon.

4. H0: There is no change in
stable isotopic values of
carbon and nitrogen
between paired early (tooth)
and later forming (bone)
biological tissues over the
life course of an individual.

Reject H0.There are statistically
significant differences between the
δ15N and δ13Csc values for paired
early forming teeth and later
forming bone for adults.

Dietary macronutrient
consumption changes through
life.
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Differences between tissue
nitrogen values may be
determined a breastfeeding effect.

Group Variation
The first research question concerned stable isotopic evidence for dietary variation for
this group as a whole. The variation in isotopic composition for the individuals buried at Huaca
Las Abejas cemetery suggests this group did not have a homogenous diet. The bone δ15N
isotopic ratios displayed heterogeneity with a wide range of 5.93‰ spanning almost two trophic
levels. This is beyond what can be explained by biological or physiological differences causing
non-dietary related variation between individuals or the effects of breastfeeding (Fogel, 1989;
Fuller, 2006). When considering the isotopic variation present in the bone δ13Ccol and δ13Csc
ratios (Table 12), there is less variability with ranges of 3.21‰ and 3.71‰ respectfully that do
not span into isotopic signatures that would drastically alter the dietary interpretation. Teeth are
more consistent in δ15N ratios with a narrower range and standard deviation than bone.
Additionally, there was more variability in tooth δ13Ccol and δ13Csc ratios with approximately a
1‰ higher range than bone. Overall, the tooth δ15N ratios are elevated over those of bone yet
there is overlap. The δ13Ccol and δ13Csc ratios also overlap when a range of ±1σ is extended from
the mean. Isotopically speaking, the diet overlaps between age and biological sex groups
displaying moderate clinal variation when assessed as a group.
When the variation in isotopic ratios for Huaca Las Abejas are compared to previously
published heterogenous ranges from a study involving ancient Andean immigrants, the isotopic
variation among these Las Abejas individuals appears more homogenous. Turner et al. (2010)
reported ranges of 12‰ for enamel δ13Csc, with dentin ranges of 8‰ for δ15N and 9‰ for δ13Ccol.
While the δ15N range reported by Turner et al. (2010) is only 3.5‰ higher than that of Huaca Las
Abejas, the δ13Csc and δ13Ccol are approximately double the range of the variation observed in the
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Huaca Las Abejas cemetery. Later in this chapter the Huaca Las Abejas results will be compared
with three other coastal sites to assess any regional isotopic patterns.
The stable isotopic evidence for dietary variation within the Huaca Las Abejas cemetery
will now be discussed in further detail and interpreted with contextual consideration of age and
biological sex related social identity and change over the life course. Figures 23 and 24 display
bivariate plots of the raw mean bone and dentin collagen δ15N and δ13Ccol values with error bars
representing ±1σ.
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14.00

13.00

δ15N (‰, AIR)
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-12.00

-11.00

δ13Ccol

-10.00

-9.00

-8.00

(‰, VPDB)

Figure 23: δ15N and δ13Ccol isotopic ratios of juvenile, male and female bone collagen plotted by sample means with
error bars representing ±1σ. Note the comparatively large standard deviation of the juvenile bone.
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Figure 24: δ15N and δ13Ccol isotopic ratios of juvenile, male and female dentin collagen plotted by sample means
with error bars representing ±1σ. Note the juvenile dentin displays an elevated mean.
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Dietary Interpretations
The biocultural approach allows for the contextual analysis of isotopic data within their
historical and social context. Bioarchaeological analysis of these well-preserved human remains
has allowed the investigation of patterned isotopic variation between age and biological sex
categories. Daily life is inscribed into the tissues of the body, with isotopic variation reflecting
differences in food behaviors between age and sex categories. The multiple lines of evidence
from these isotope data seem to suggest some homogeneity when assessed as a group with
significant variation between age and biological sex categories. Although these diets are not
distinct in every isotope measured or across every tissue. The shared burial space and inferred
social identity seems to be reflected in a shared similar mixed dietary pattern overall. There are
two outliers, HAb Xa EH08 and HAb Xa EH18, that display interesting patterns in their isotopic
variation that will be briefly discussed in the life history section.
The estimated percent C4 calculated from δ13Ccol suggests these individuals buried at
Huaca Las Abejas consumed a high percentage of C4 plants. The Huaca Las Abejas bone results
also fall within the predicted dietary range of Cluster 2 (Figure 19) by the Froehle et al. (2012)
discriminant function equations. This suggests that the individuals of Huaca Las Abejas
consumed a mixed diet with a high C4 component (30:70 ratio of C3:C4 ratio respectively) and a
greater than 50% C4 protein contribution (Froehle et al., 2012). This corroborates the calculated
percent C4 in diet calculated from all bone samples at 63%. Two females were within the
overlapping range of Cluster 5 which predicts a dietary regime of 30:70 C3:C4 diet, ≥65% C3
protein. However, these individuals were still within Cluster 2 and at the extreme right-hand
margin of Cluster 5. This overlap is likely reflecting a higher proportion of C3 protein in the diet
of females, which led to the statistically significant differences between biological sexes. Based
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on a visual assessment of the scores, the male bone values appear to be shifted more towards a
greater C4 component with slightly elevated nitrogen values, although they overlap considerably
with the females. The juvenile bones (n=5), with the exception of (HAb Xa EH08) appear
elevated in 15N. This may still be the residual effects of breastfeeding isotopic values recorded
within the bone tissue during the weaning period and not accurately reflect consumed diet.
However, this is only true for those individuals aged under 5 years at death.

Figure 25: Huaca Las Abejas bone and dentin δ13Ccol and δ15N ratios adjusted for fractionation.
(–5.1‰ for δ13Ccol and –3‰ for δ15N) Ratios are plotted over a generalized Andean food web after White et al.
(2009) (provided by Dr. Toyne). Blue triangles represent adjusted bone collagen ratios while orange squares are
those of dentin collagen.
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When plotted against the generalized Andean food web (Figure 25) the results correspond
with the Froehle et al. (2012) discriminant function classification. The bone δ13Ccol values
suggest a mixed diet with a significant C4 plant contribution. The δ13Ccol and δ15N values also
appear to have a positive association again suggesting a dietary protein source that is enriched in
C. The slightly elevated δ15N values are consistent with some marine contribution to consumed
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dietary protein, although it was not the exclusive source. Alternatively, this association in δ13Ccol
and δ15N ratios could represent coastal terrestrial animal protein foddered by C4 resources (Szpak
et al., 2014) likely maize refuse. A 3‰ diet to tissue enrichment over the approximately 7‰
values of coastal camelid collagen presented by Szpak et al. (2014) is close to the mean range of
the Huaca Las Abejas bone δ15N values. Yet another contributing factor to the higher δ15N values
may come from the environment itself. Sandy desert soils are enriched in nitrogen (higher δ15N)
due to the volatilization of ammonia (NH3), which leaves behind the heavier isotope to be
incorporated into plant tissues (Ambrose, 1991). Therefore, samples obtained from individuals
living in the same arid desert environment would inevitably display higher δ15N values reflecting
the elevated basal values of producers within this food chain. The higher nitrogen values could
also be a combined result of consuming coastal plants treated with organic nitrogenous fertilizers
(Szpak, 2014). Despite living in such close proximity to the Pacific Ocean, it appears that the
elites of Huaca Las Abejas did not rely exclusively on marine resources for their dietary protein,
although some was likely present. A possible explanation is explored in the following section.
In the stratified societies of the ancient Andes, food behaviors reflect social inequality
(Cuéllar, 2013; Happel, 2012). The expectation is that due to their elevated status, social elites
would have access to a wide variety of food resources including luxury foods. Luxury foods are
often defined by quality and exclusivity (Ervynck et al. 2003; van der Veen, 2003) through the
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following criteria: rarity, exoticism (imported), labor investment, symbolic value, or restricted
consumption (Curet and Pestle, 2010). These foods are notoriously difficult to identify without
extensive contextual information (Hastorf, 2003), although examination of zooarchaeological
and paleobotanical remains offers a starting point to identify potential luxury foods based on the
relative frequency of the taxa present (Curet and Pestle, 2010).
At Túcume, the rarity of certain faunal and botanical resources has been inferred by
archaeologists through their relative frequency in middens (e.g., birds, lizards, deer, peanuts,
cherimoya, coca) although preservation bias likely impacted this assessment. Status differences
in the Andes were reflected in food behaviors as consumption and provisioning was used to
negotiate and reinforce social relationships (Hastorf, 1991; 2003). Social elites during the Late
Horizon are argued to have increased access to maize chicha and terrestrial animal protein over
lower status individuals (Hastorf, 2002). However, a caveat in the identification of elite foods at
Túcume is a lack of comparable middens for households of lower social status. Nevertheless, the
differential social value of food resources in terms of ease of accessibility of marine resources
may have influenced basic variation in social elite diet at the coastal site of Túcume. The lack of
a dominant marine protein component in the Late Horizon may have been linked to the perceived
ease of accessibility (Curet and Pestle, 2010) affecting the proportion of marine resource
consumption for elites.
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Diet and Age
It must be stated that this sample was comprised of a majority of adults as an equal
representation of juvenile individuals was not available for analysis. Inadequate preservation also
resulted in insufficient collagen yields for several juvenile bone samples. It is possible that this
biased sample composition made distinguishing between culturally significant differences
between adult and juvenile dietary patterns more difficult.
There was a statistically significant difference between adult and juvenile teeth for δ13Ccol
(p=.002). It is important to reiterate that dental tissues, regardless of whether they belong to
juveniles or adults represent a snapshot at the time of their formation and may not accurately
represent dietary differences between age groups due to this factor. The juvenile teeth sampled
consisted primarily of deciduous molars (6/8 or 75%) representing an earlier time period in life
of approximately 3 months after conception to 14 months postnatal (Gustafson and Koch, 1974).
Dentin δ15N values were statistically significantly different between adult and juvenile
bone (p=.047). It must be mentioned that the time of tissue formation represented by the adult 1st
molars overlaps with the deciduous juvenile teeth and encompasses the breastfeeding and
weaning period (birth–3yrs) (Figure 16). Although there were statistically significant differences
in the isotopic values of adult and juvenile dentin δ15N and δ13Ccol this actually represents
differences during early life due to tooth formation times rather than culturally significant dietary
choices.
Whole dietary macronutrient consumption as reflected in δ13Csc isotopic ratios were not
statistically significantly different between the teeth of juvenile and adult individuals. Adult and
juvenile bone did not display statistically significant differences across all isotopic ratios
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analyzed. This suggests that adults and juveniles shared a similar diet, or at least diets that were
not isotopically distinct despite age differences. One possible explanation for this is that children
were dependent on their parents for food sources and did not possess a distinct gendered social
identity.
It is important to implement a contextualized approach to the bioarchaeological
interpretation of juveniles in the ancient Andes (Blom and Knudson, 2020). An exhaustive
discussion of Andean personhood is far too nuanced and detailed for the current focus of this
study. Nonetheless, a basic conceptualization is required as a foundation for discussing juveniles
in the Andes. Personhood is a social phenomenon and describes a process of ascribing a full
“human” identity to juveniles (Gowland, 2014; Kaufman and Morgan, 2005). Kaufman and
Morgan (2005) argue that the conferment of personhood is often not dependent on biological
characteristics or chronological aging leading to cross-cultural variability but upon social
recognition and integration into a social collective.
A few illustrative examples regarding the social conceptualization of children in relation
to personhood and gendering are provided here. For the Laymi of the Bolivian highlands, if a
child died before being given a name and being integrated into the kin group, they were buried
away from the house and community cemetery in the wilderness (Sillar, 1994). In early life,
infants were described as often being tightly wrapped (swaddled) and carried on the back until
after weaning age for fear of disease, growth abnormalities, or while their mothers worked
(Bolin, 2006; Sillar, 1994). Additionally, children were described as only becoming “human”
when they can walk and talk, and were not dressed in gender specific clothing until after
receiving their first haircut (chukcha rutukuy) (Sillar, 1994). For Inca children, the chukcha
rutukuy ritual also involves a name-giving ceremony occurring after the child was weaned
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(Bolin, 2006). These beliefs reflect children did not possess a distinct identity at an early age,
which could impact the foods provided to them by adult caretakers.
Furthermore, the Inca recorded age cohort census data based on the physical capacity to
perform different tasks of tributary labor within their mit’a taxation system instead of
chronological age (Rowe, 1958). It appears that children were considered productive members of
their society assisting with domestic and community tasks as early as five years of age. Children
are also described as assisting in labor associated with both genders (Murra, 1962). This suggests
that even if children did not have a distinct gendered social identity, personhood was conferred
early in life. This may also offer insight into their dietary pattering if children accompanied both
males and females and assisted in their daily labors, as children did not possess a distinctly adult
male or adult female dietary signature despite overlapping with the adult ranges. The small
juvenile bone sample size may have made it more difficult to identify any culturally meaningful
patterns as broad age categories were condensed into an adult versus juvenile dichotomy.
Diet and Gender
It is important to recognize that this study employed binary biological sex categories as a
means of assessing intergroup variation. The intent is not to conflate performative gender (a
continuum) with an estimated bioarchaeological categorization, as gendered identities may
coincide with but are not always influenced by biological sex (Geller, 2005). A detailed
discussion of Andean gender is beyond the scope of this paper; however, a few key points and
behaviors help provide possible explanations for the significantly higher bone collagen δ15N and
δ13Ccol values observed for biological males.
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A cosmology of gender parallelism extended to Andean norms influencing daily
activities and social divisions of labor (Sikkink, 2002; Silverblatt, 1987). Men and women
performed different labor tasks in different places throughout daily life, although these were
often flexible in practice (Murra, 1962; Sikkink, 2002). During the Late Horizon, the Inca mit’a
system extracted taxes primarily through labor requiring forms of service differentiated by
gender. Women were conscripted for local domestic tasks like textile manufacturing and chicha
production, while men were expected to perform military service, agricultural tasks, or public
works projects away from their home (Murra, 1962). This formalization of gendered division
seemed to intensify during Inca rule (Silverblatt, 1987) and may offer clues to help explain
dietary variation at a basic level.
Gendered food consumption and distribution practices in the past are expressions of a
political and socioeconomic order and can be used to perpetuate the status quo (Hastorf, 1991).
Adult males display significantly higher bone δ15N values (p=.037) than females suggesting
males were likely consuming a different dietary protein source, possibly marine resources. The
longstanding importance of marine resources along the coast has been discussed as facilitating
early Peruvian early social complexity (Moseley, 1975), although it likely diversified a mixed
agropastoral strategy (Dillehay et al., 2011). The maritime connection of Túcume (Heyerdahl,
1995a) and high frequency of marine animal refuse found in middens at the site (Sandweiss,
1995b; Tham, 2011) corroborate the likelihood of a marine component to the diet. However,
these data suggest the marine component does not appear to be the primary source of consumed
dietary protein. When considering the criteria for high status foods outlined by Curet and Pestle
(2010) perhaps the abundant and easily procured marine foodstuffs along the coast meant that
these foods were not considered to be high status. Conversely, this may reflect males consumed a
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higher proportion of terrestrial animal protein, as coastal camelid isotopic ratios suggest they
were foddered with C4 plants (Szpak et al., 2014).
The bone (p=.005) and tooth (p=.013) δ13Ccol means for adult males were significantly
higher than adult females. The difference in bone δ13Ccol values reinforces the interpretation that
adult males and females were also consuming a different diet. One explanation for the observed
elevation in δ13C is gender dependent differential consumption of chicha (Somerville et al.,
2015). Although elevated δ13C values indicated increased C4 consumption, this does not
necessarily signal chicha imbibement on its own (Hastorf, 1991, Somerville et al., 2015).
However as discussed previously, archaeologists have recovered ceramics indicating
consumption and brewing likely occurred at site evidenced through storage (aryballos) and
preparation vessels (Sandweiss, 1995b). Another piece of evidence for chicha consumption is the
high frequency of crisoles, small simple ceramic vessels resembling a thimble shape, recovered
from burial assemblages at Túcume and appear commonly in other north coast cemeteries
(Escudero Villalta, 2018; Narváez Vargas, 1995b). According to Narváez Vargas (1995b) based
on interviews with modern residents of Túcume, the crisoles are heated on the end of a stick until
“red hot” and dropped into a container filled with chicha. This toasty fortified beverage is
thought to possess medicinal properties (Narváez Vargas, 1995b:177).
An increase in chicha consumption in Inca provincial territories occurred in the Late
Horizon (see volume edited by D’Altroy and Hastorf, 2002). This intensification of politicized
chicha consumption (Hastorf, 1991; Weismantel, 2008) has been discussed as a hegemonic
strategy in provincial centers during the Late Horizon argued through the frequency of recovered
imperial ceramics (Bray, 2003; 2008). The Inca were known to import non-local varieties of
maize from different regions to make the brew special for important occasions (Hastorf, 2003).
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Gendered differences in maize consumption have been noted specifically with an
emphasis on public rituals such as feasts involving chicha. During feasts women were described
as consigned more to production and serving than consumption (Hastorf, 1991). Somerville et al.
(2015) have also directly argued for gendered differences in maize chicha consumption during
the Late Horizon through elevated male δ13Ccol values. Household maize consumption likely
occurred for males, females, and juveniles at Túcume with males preferentially consuming maize
chicha during feasts or public rituals. Although this discussion provides a generalized view of
this gendered behavior regarding differential consumption of one food, this is an isotopically
distinct resource that would explain the difference between male and female δ13C ratios.
Life History
This section compares patterns evident in paired bone and tooth samples between
juveniles, males, and females for δ15N, δ13Ccol, and δ13Csc isotopic values. The individuation of
dietary patterns through the analysis of paired early forming (tooth) and later forming (bone)
follows the idea that “the group cannot be understood without taking explicit account of
individuals” (Cowgill, 2004: 528).
The paired bone and tooth samples compared by individual echo the results of the
population level analysis but also reveal patterns only visible at the level of the individual
(Figures 19–21). There was an elevation of dentin δ15N ratios over bone for all except individual
9 (HAb Xa EH18). This difference between tissue values could be explained due to enrichment
from the breastfeeding effect (Fogel, 1989; Fuller, 2006). The elevated bone values displayed by
HAb Xa EH18 could be the result of this individual consuming a higher proportion of marine
resources, which display enriched δ15N values. The shift between dentin to bone values is
approximately 2‰ except for one individual, HAb Xa EH08, who displays a much lower bone
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collagen δ15N ratio of 6.69‰ that is depleted 3.78‰ under their dentin collagen value of
10.47‰.
The bone δ15N value of HAb Xa EH08 is depleted more than a trophic level (1.7 σ)
beneath the juvenile bone mean of 10.86‰. If this individual consumed a diet containing a high
proportion of nitrogen fixing plants such as legumes to supplement protein intake (δ15N close to
0‰) (DeNiro, 1987), this could result in this dramatically reduced value. Alternatively, this
value may be the result of a physiological imbalance (Fuller et al., 2004; 2005; 2006; Reitsema,
2013; Reitsema and Muir, 2015). Although depletion in δ15N values relative to consumed diet is
primarily caused by anabolic states such as pregnancy (Fuller et al., 2004), metabolic disease, or
in bone from localized fracture repair sites (Olsen et al., 2014). However, no signs of pathology
were visible through macroscopic inspection.
The majority of males (62.5%) display an increase in δ13Ccol between earlier forming
tooth and later forming bone tissues. Conversely females and juveniles on average appear to
display the opposite trend, with a decrease in δ13Ccol values from earlier tooth to later forming
bone, although it is a smaller difference between tissues. Females are slightly depleted in carbon13 when compared to males supporting the results of the Froehle et al. (2012) analysis showing
females as having a higher C3 protein contribution. This pattern of increased C4 protein
consumption between dentin and bone supports the conclusion that as males age they consumed
more maize or dietary protein high in 13C such as marine resources.
The δ13Csc values reflecting whole dietary macronutrients appears to have varied more
than δ13Ccol between paired earlier teeth and later forming bone tissues for all age groups (Figure
21). The δ13Csc paired tissue results displayed wider spacing than other isotopic variables. Three
individuals displayed more drastic shifts in δ13Csc between earlier and later tissues with the
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highest being approximately 4.5‰. This is supported by the statistically significant difference
between mean δ13Csc values (p=.008) of paired early forming (tooth) and later forming (bone)
tissues. The δ13Csc enamel values are higher than the bone for all except for two adult male
individuals. This result is interesting when interpreted with consideration to the lack of
statistically significant differences between adults and juveniles. This paired tissue analysis
suggests that these patterned isotopic changes may not be clearly visible at the group scale, but
are accessible at the individual level.
Comparative Isotopic Data
In order to situate this investigation within the broader regional context, the bone
collagen isotopic results from the Huaca Las Abejas cemetery will be compared to the results of
two other north coast studies and one central coast site dating to the Late Horizon. This will
allow the results to compare and contrast interpretations and examine any regional dietary
patterns. Stable isotopic studies are limited for this region and time period; however, these key
publications can allow for a discussion of variation in contemporaneous coastal dietary regimes.
Figure 26 provides a map of the Peruvian coast with the locations of the comparative sites in
relation to Túcume. Figure 27 provides a visual comparison displaying the mean δ13Ccol and δ15N
bone collagen results for Huaca Las Abejas and the three comparative coastal sites plotted with
error bars representing ±1σ.
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Figure 26: Map of Peruvian coastline with locations of comparative archaeological sites in relation to Túcume.

The first comparative dataset comes from Farfán and consists of social elites (Mackey
and Nelson, 2020). Farfán shares a similar occupational history and offers an opportunity to
compare the Huaca Las Abejas data to the diet of north coast social elites during the Inca period.
This sample is biased towards adult females at 16, with four adult males, and five indeterminates.
The mean bone collagen isotopic values reported for Farfán (n=25) δ13Ccol was –10.8 ± 0.8‰
and +10.9 ± 1.4‰ for δ15N. White et al. (2020) noted that this sample did not include children of
breastfeeding age and thus not influenced by this effect. White et al. (2020) interpreted the
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δ13Ccol and δ15N as representing maize consumption (C4) with the combined effect of the desert
environment. Also stating there was likely some consumption of marine resources or plants
treated with nitrogenous fertilizers. It is worth noting that White et al. (2020) do not adjust their
values when comparing to food web sources, which could exaggerate the interpretation for a
higher marine protein contribution.
The second comparative dataset from Turner and Klaus (2020) were individuals
recovered from the Huaca de los Sacrificios at the Late Horizon coastal site of Chotuna. This
sample is comprised of primarily juveniles with 19, along with six females, three males and one
indeterminate adult. The mean bone collagen (n=29) isotopic values reported for Chotuna δ13Ccol
was –11.9 ± 1.5‰ and +11.2 ± 1.6‰ for δ15N. Turner et al. (2020) state that aside from their
previous study (Turner et al., 2013), the Chotuna samples represent the only bone collagen data
produced for the Late Horizon in the region. Turner and Klaus (2020) echo the interpretations of
White et al. (2020) stating that these individuals were consuming C4 resources with a marine
protein component. They also stated that individuals with higher δ13C values were consuming
high trophic level foods (Turner and Klaus, 2020:152). This is particularly interesting as this
cemetery closely parallels north coast sacrificial contexts of local lower social status individuals
described by Klaus et al. (2010).
The final comparative dataset from Williams and Murphy (2013) comes from PuruchucoHuaquerones, a Late Horizon cemetery on the central coast in the Rímac valley near Lima. The
sample consists of 22 females, 22 males and two juveniles. The mean bone collagen values
reported for Puruchuco-Huaquerones were –11.2‰ ± 1‰ for δ13Ccol and +10.6‰ ± 1.2‰ for
δ15N. This study presented the fractionated data to compare the values to food web sources
leading to an interpretation of a mixed diet consisting of C3 and C4 resources. Williams and
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Murphy also utilized the Froehle et al. (2012) discriminant function analysis on their isotopic
results. The majority of the Puruchuco-Huaquerones individuals were classified into Cluster 2
predicting a dietary regime consisting of 30:70 C3:C4 ratio, and containing >50% C4 protein.
Five individuals were within the overlap between Cluster 2 and 5 with one individual solely in
Cluster 5, which predicts a dietary regime of 30:70 C3:C4 diet, ≥65% C3 protein. This study also
observed that males consumed a higher proportion of C4 protein relative to females.
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Figure 27: δ15N and δ13Ccol bone collagen values of Huaca Las Abejas compared to two north coast and one central
coast site plotted with sample means (see legend) and bars representing ±1σ.
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Figure 28: δ15N and δ13Ccol bone collagen values separated by male and female of Huaca Las Abejas compared to two

north coast and one central coast site plotted with sample means (see legend) and bars representing ±1σ.
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Overall, the interpretations of White et al. (2020), Turner and Klaus (2020) and Williams
and Murphy (2013) align closely with those of the current research. When visually compared, the
means of the bone collagen results (Figure 27) show considerable overlap when extending the
standard deviation bars. The Chotuna samples have the largest range of variation with their
standard deviations while the other three sites have relatively equivalent ranges. When male and
female δ15N and δ13Ccol mean values are separated and compared for the four sites (Figure 28),
the male values for all sites except Chotuna overlap considerably. The Huaca Las Abejas and
Chotuna females display a marked difference from males, while the other two sites overlap
between sexes. The Huaca Las Abejas females also display a δ15N mean value 3.03‰ lower than
the Chotuna females.
The other sites also display higher mean δ15N values when compared to Túcume,
although the difference is only 1‰ at the highest. The mixed diet C3:C4 diet with a high C4
protein component, some marine protein or terrestrial animals foddered with C4 plants, appears
to be a regional pattern at coastal sites with females consuming less C4 protein. Túcume displays
a very similar pattern in the dietary regime when compared to other coastal Andean sites from
the same time period.
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Chapter Summary
This chapter utilized a biocultural approach to provide interpretations for the stable
isotopic data produced from these samples. Situating these data within their historical and social
context allowed for the interpretation of patterned isotopic variation between individuals of
different age and biological sex categories. The lack of differences in isotopic values for adult
and juvenile individuals was interpreted in terms of social identity. It was argued that children
were conferred personhood early in life, yet these younger individuals did not have a distinct
gendered identity as their isotopic results did not align with the distinct adult male or female
diets. The differences in male and female diet were argued to be the result of males consuming a
higher proportion of C4 dietary protein. The bone collagen data were compared to three other
coastal sites in the Andes to provide a more robust understanding of regional patterns in Late
Horizon food behaviors. Compared to other coastal Andean sites from the same time period,
Túcume displays a similar pattern in the dietary regime overall. However, the Huaca Las Abejas
females appear distinct in their isotopic signature from the other coastal females. These
interpretations represent an important addition to the limited previous literature regarding the
food behavior of Andean social elites during the Late Horizon.
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CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSION

These stable isotopic data revealed patterned differences within the diet of inferred social
elites at Huaca Las Abejas during the Late Horizon. The results of this multi-isotope and multitissue study suggest that individual dietary patterns shifted throughout life and that gendered
dietary variation existed at Túcume during the Late Horizon. These results enhance the limited
published isotopic literature on Andean Late Horizon north coast diet, revealing dietary change
over the life course and gendered differences in the food behaviors of social elites under Inca
administration. This study is not without limitations such as the unequal sampling strategy or
complications of equifinality in dietary interpretations. Potential limitations are discussed below
followed by possible future directions identified during this research process.
Limitations and Future Directions
Although the sample group consisted of only 23 individuals, the sampling of multiple
bone and teeth allowed for the generation of 120 total samples. Bioarchaeologists are always
limited by preservation and the materials that are recovered during field excavations (WeissKrejci, 2011). Despite variable preservation, the Huaca Las Abejas samples included all viable
samples from the available individuals at the time of analysis. There were five additional
individuals wrapped in funerary bundles consisting of elaborately layered textiles in this
cemetery that could not be sampled. After their fardos are properly unwrapped and conserved
these individuals could be added to this dataset and in future intra-site isotopic comparisons. At
Huaca Las Abejas there are also other possible burial cuts that could not be excavated due to
time and funding constraints that should be investigated at a later time.
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The incorporation of paired tissues allowed for the comparison of different life stages but
was limited in resolution due to a lack of consensus in the literature regarding bone remodeling
rates. This sampling strategy was not without complications and uneven sampling occurred,
biasing individuals with the best preservation. There were limitations of uneven sample
demographics resulting from insufficient collagen yields due to poor juvenile bone preservation.
This prevented six juvenile collagen samples from being included in the analysis. This is likely
the burial practices affecting preservation, as juveniles were buried in simple shallow pits.
Juveniles were less likely to be mummified and not interred in the more complex structures such
as the L-shaped boot tombs.
It is also important to consider that the statistically significant differences are impacted
by smaller sample sizes between sample groups. This may cause small differences to be
statistically significant although they might not represent a culturally meaningful difference in
consumed diet. In this study, however, the results do not appear to have been exaggerated by this
factor, as the effect sizes for the statistically significant differences suggested a high practical
significance.
There was undoubtedly a maize-centric interpretation permeating the discussion of
gendered food consumption. This is a pervasive theme in the consulted literature discussing
social and gendered implications of food consumption in the Late Horizon, which remain
dominated by inferred maize consumption and chicha imbibement. However, when considering
the isotopically distinct pathways of plant physiology as C3 or C4, limitations are imposed by the
available botanical resources in a region. The maize-centric focus in stable isotopic literature can
be traced back to the first published study utilizing this methodology on human remains
conducted by Vogel and van der Merwe (1977). This study attempted to identify early maize
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cultivation from human bone collagen with the premise being that the C4 signature of maize
would distinguish the agriculturalists from hunter-gatherers and their predominately C3 wild
foods.
On the Andean north coast maize (Zea mays) is the primary consumed C4 plant resource
making it a logical expectation to explain elevated δ13C values. The only other C4 domesticate is
kiwicha (Amaranthus caudatus), a grain consumed frequently in the highlands of which there is
no evidence for Túcume. Wild C4 plants do not appear to play a significant role in human diet
(Szpak et al., 2014), yet these wild plants are consumed by herbivores who are then consumed by
humans. Several species of C4 grasses are present in the Andes and correlate with lower altitudes
(Boom et al., 2001) and the consumption of wild C4 grasses could elevate the δ13C values of
grazing herbivores, although more research is needed to differentiate this from maize refuse
foddering.
Abundant archaeological evidence and ethnohistorical records point to the importance of
maize consumption on the Andean coast for millennia and there is a well-supported case for
chicha imbibement at Túcume. It is likely that household maize consumption occurred for males,
females, and juveniles at Túcume, however males preferentially consumed a higher proportion of
maize chicha. The danger comes in cases where maize or chicha consumption is blindly asserted
when a C4 isotopic composition is detected without careful consideration of the context and
incorporation of supplemental evidence.
Equifinality is always an issue when condensing multiple dietary source inputs into single
values (isotopic ratio) within a complex environment. Specifically, the δ13Ccol and δ15N signature
of the dietary protein source for the Huaca Las Abejas samples could be explained by either a
marine component or terrestrial animals who were foddered on maize refuse. The desert soil
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itself could contribute to the higher δ15N values. Sandy desert soils are enriched in nitrogen
(higher δ15N)(Ambrose, 1991) and could have exaggerated the contribution of marine protein
through elevated nitrogen. The problem of equifinality could be addressed through the use of
Bayesian mixing models such as FRUITS (Food Reconstruction Using Isotopic Transferred
Signals) (Fernandes et al., 2014) or MixSIAR (Stock and Semmens, 2016). FRUITS and
MixSIAR are Bayesian mixing models that estimate the contribution of different dietary
components while explicitly accounting for uncertainty. However, while these models allow for
more resolution, they require substantial a priori source input information based on local food
web data. This is not yet possible for Túcume, as more isotopic baseline data are needed to
accurately model the potential dietary source inputs.
The previously mentioned study from Vogel and van der Merwe (1977) also provides an
example of how stable isotopic studies are most successful when addressing larger
interpopulation level questions such as the agricultural transition (Vogel and van der Merwe,
1977) or comparing the diet of early anatomically modern humans to that of Neanderthals (e.g.,
Richards and Trinkhaus, 2009). This current study applied this methodology at a much smaller
intra-group or individual scale, making it more difficult to address the research questions with
the required nuance.
At a general level, more research is needed to refine of our understanding of bone
remodeling rates and their impact on the limits of temporal resolution in individual stable
isotopic data (Beaumont, 2020; Beaumont et al., 2018; Fahy et al., 2017). Bone turnover
ultimately impacts which samples are considered most suitable to address the research questions
of anthropologists through stable isotope analysis.
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Furthermore, it is paramount to include juveniles in isotopic studies whenever
preservation allows. These young individuals offer crucial information about variation in food
behaviors related to age within a social group. There were limitations imposed by the sample
sizes within specific juvenile and adult age cohorts, which necessitated these samples to be
aggregated into these broad categories despite representing a wide age range. Ideally the sample
would have been broken down into more specific age categories to assess dietary patterns
throughout life stages.
Throughout this research process, it has become clear that isotopists must continue to
incorporate multiple isotopes and multiple tissues into their analyses to gain better resolution and
discrimination of dietary patterns (Beaumont, 2020). In multi-tissue isotopic research comparing
individuals of different age categories, it is essential for researchers to define a clear
methodological and theoretical consideration of data obtained from dental tissues. It must be
remembered that enamel and dentin values measured from adult dentition are actually
representing a period in early life. The continued exploration of serial sampling strategies of
incrementally forming dental tissues will help future bioarchaeologists to investigate patterns at
the individual level (Beaumont, 2020; Eerkens et al., 2011; Humphrey, 2014; King et al., 2018).
Additionally, at Túcume these isotopic data can be combined with osteological indicators of
physiological stress and disease to address questions related to survival and childhood diet.
Future comparative tooth tissue analyses of adults who survived childhood versus those who
died as juveniles can provide a method to assess differential health within a sample group
through stable isotopic data.
This research also highlights the importance of incorporating regional isotopic baseline
data and food webs in dietary reconstruction. Just as important is the adjustment for fractionation
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when comparing to the isotopic composition of food web sources. If this study chose not to
fractionate the raw isotopic values before comparing to the Andean food web the results would
have exaggerated the marine protein contribution and placed them in a stricter C4 dietary regime
instead of mixed C3:C4. In the future, a site-specific faunal food web for Túcume should be
constructed based on the zooarchaeological remains recovered from site middens. This would
help provide clarity regarding the baseline isotopic values of north coast terrestrial animal
protein in the diet and could be compared to recent publications. The incorporation of multiple
tissues dietary modeling techniques incorporating the generalized Andean food web and the
Froehle et al. (2012) discriminant function model allowed for a more refined interpretation.
Without the incorporation of δ13Csc structural carbonate values this dietary modeling would not
have been possible. Expanding the isotopic baseline data would also allow for more complex
Bayesian modelling procedures.
Oxygen δ18O isotopic data were produced for the Huaca Las Abejas bone and enamel
samples. Future research will incorporate these data to investigate the residential mobility of the
Huaca Las Abejas social elites, as well as possible local or foreign origins. Other areas of the site
have cemeteries containing burials from earlier time periods and cultural occupations. In the
future these different cemeteries should be compared to make a diachronic assessment of diet at
Túcume.
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Concluding Remarks
Despite these limitations and ample room for methodological improvements in stable
isotopic analysis, this study was able to address the guiding research questions using this newly
generated dataset. The results of this multi-tissue and multi-isotope study suggest individual
dietary patterns shifted throughout life and gendered dietary variation existed at Túcume during
the Late Horizon. These results enhance the limited published isotopic literature that exists for
Late Horizon north coast sites. Ultimately this dataset offers new insight into the food behaviors
of these social elites during the Inca administration of the north coast.
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APPENDIX A: TABLE OF RAW ISOTOPIC DATA FOR ALL BONE AND TOOTH
SAMPLES ANALYZED.
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ISOTOPIC VALUES FOR BONE AND TOOTH SAMPLES
Sample ID

Individual

ADU/JUV

Age
Category

Tissue

Type

δ15N

δ 13Ccol
(‰,VPDB)
-

δ 13Csc
(‰,VPDB)
-5.96

TUC-01-1

HAB XZ EH1

ADU

YAF

bone

tibia

(‰,AIR)
-

TUC-01-2

HAB XZ EH1

ADU

YAF

bone

tibia

-

-

-5.63

TUC-02

HAB XZ EH1

ADU

YAF

bone

rib

-

-

-5.65

TUC-459

HAB XA EH01

ADU

MAM

bone

rib

+10.01

-10.91

-6.64

TUC-461

HAB XA EH02

ADU

MAF

bone

rib

+9.77

-12.86

-8.01

TUC-462-1

HAB XA EH03

ADU

MAF

bone

rib

+10.29

-12.06

-7.36

TUC-462-2

HAB XA EH03

ADU

MAF

bone

rib

-

-

-7.18

TUC-464

HAB XA EH04

JUV

EC

bone

rib

-

-

-7.28

TUC-468

HAB XA EH05

ADU

YAM

bone

rib

+10.67

-11.18

-5.91

TUC-470

HAB XA EH06

JUV

EC

bone

rib

-

-

-5.27

TUC-472

HAB XA EH07

ADU

MAF

bone

rib

+10.41

-11.18

-6.56

TUC-474

HAB XA EH08

JUV

EADO

bone

rib

+6.69

-11.19

-5.73

TUC-477

HAB XA EH10

ADU

YAM

bone

rib

+10.50

-11.49

-6.68

TUC-479

HAB XA EH11

ADU

MAM

bone

rib

+10.45

-12.33

-7.40

TUC-482

HAB XA EH12

ADU

MAM

bone

rib

+9.10

-10.36

-5.78

TUC-484

HAB XA EH13

JUV

INF

bone

rib

-

-

-4.71

TUC-487

HAB XA EH16

JUV

LC

bone

rib

-

-

-5.66

TUC-489-1

HAB XA EH17

JUV

EC

bone

rib

-

-

-5.46

TUC-489-2

HAB XA EH17

JUV

EC

bone

rib

-

-

-5.28

TUC-509-1

HAB XA EH18

ADU

MAM

bone

femur

+11.75

-10.64

-5.87

TUC-509-2

HAB XA EH18

ADU

MAM

bone

femur

+11.73

-10.63

-

TUC-512-1

HAB XA EH18

ADU

MAM

bone

rib

+12.78

-9.56

-5.88

TUC-512-2

HAB XA EH18

ADU

MAM

bone

rib

+12.46

-9.73

-

TUC-515

HAB XIA EH01

ADU

YAF

bone

rib

+8.55

-12.48

-6.50

TUC-516

HAB XIA EH01

ADU

YAF

bone

femur

+8.06

-12.49

-6.07

TUC-519

HAB XIA EH02

ADU

MAM

bone

rib

+10.37

-10.35

-6.02

TUC-520

HAB XIA EH02

ADU

MAM

bone

femur

+10.40

-10.93

-5.34

TUC-523

HAB XIA EH03

ADU

MAF

bone

femur

+9.74

-12.29

-7.06

TUC-527

HAB XIA EH05

ADU

MAM

bone

rib

+10.20

-11.81

-7.11

TUC-528

HAB XIA EH05

ADU

MAM

bone

femur

+9.90

-11.86

-6.68

TUC-531

HAB XIA EH06

JUV

EC

bone

rib

+12.21

-11.88

-8.42

TUC-535

HAB XIA EH07

JUV

EC

bone

rib

+11.06

-10.46

-6.53

TUC-536

HAB XIA EH07

JUV

EC

bone

femur

+11.72

-10.91

-6.23

TUC-538

HAB XIA EH08

JUV

NB

bone

rib

+12.90

-11.03

-6.78

TUC-539

HAB XIA EH08

JUV

NB

bone

femur

+12.62

-10.97

-6.76
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Sample ID

Individual

ADU/JUV

Age
category

Tissue

Type

δ15N

δ 13Ccol

δ 13Csc

TUC-03

HAB XZ EH1

ADU

YAF

tooth

m1

(‰,AIR)
+13.08

(‰,VPDB)
-12.44

(‰,VPDB)
-7.18

TUC-04-1

HAB XZ EH1

ADU

YAF

tooth

m2

+11.22

-12.92

-6.17

TUC-04-2

HAB XZ EH1

ADU

YAF

tooth

m2

-

-

-6.05

TUC-458CR

HAB XA EH01

ADU

MAM

tooth

m1

+12.01

-11.28

-4.90

TUC-458R

HAB XA EH01

ADU

MAM

tooth

m1

+11.09

-11.30

-

TUC-460

HAB XA EH02

ADU

MAF

tooth

m1

+11.67

-12.44

-6.20

TUC-463

HAB XA EH04

JUV

EC

tooth

dm2

+13.00

-10.34

-5.03

TUC-465-1

HAB XA EH05

ADU

YAM

tooth

i2

+11.39

-11.66

-5.76

TUC-465-2

HAB XA EH05

ADU

YAM

tooth

i2

-

-

-4.81

TUC-466

HAB XA EH05

ADU

YAM

tooth

m2

+10.70

-11.39

-5.24

TUC-469

HAB XA EH06

JUV

EC

tooth

dm2

+13.90

-8.69

-2.95

TUC-471CR

HAB XA EH07

ADU

MAF

tooth

m1

+12.30

-10.14

-2.74

TUC-471R

HAB XA EH07

ADU

MAF

tooth

m1

+11.07

-11.69

-

TUC-473

HAB XA EH08

JUV

EADO

tooth

m1

+10.47

-10.63

-4.54

TUC-475-1

HAB XA EH10

ADU

YAM

tooth

m2

+12.02

-10.74

-3.30

TUC-475-2

HAB XA EH10

ADU

YAM

tooth

m2

+11.75

-10.95

-

TUC-478

HAB XA EH11

ADU

MAM

tooth

m2

+10.73

-12.15

-5.48

TUC-480

HAB XA EH12

ADU

MAM

tooth

i1

+11.42

-11.86

-6.35

TUC-481

HAB XA EH12

ADU

MAM

tooth

m1

+11.47

-11.82

-6.66

TUC-483

HAB XA EH13

JUV

INF

tooth

dm1

+13.14

-8.69

-2.58

TUC-485

HAB XA EH16

JUV

LC

tooth

i1

+10.63

-11.22

-4.34

TUC-486

HAB XA EH16

JUV

LC

tooth

dm2

+13.14

-10.60

-5.83

TUC-488

HAB XA EH17

JUV

EC

tooth

dm2

-

-

-2.77

TUC-510CR

HAB XA EH18

ADU

MAM

tooth

m1

+13.04

-11.05

-5.22

TUC-510R

HAB XA EH18

ADU

MAM

tooth

m1

+11.39

-11.12

-

TUC-511

HAB XA EH18

ADU

MAM

tooth

i2

+11.05

-10.81

-5.75

TUC-514-1

HAB XIA EH01

ADU

YAF

tooth

m1

+9.37

-12.72

-4.94

TUC-514-2

HAB XIA EH01

ADU

YAF

tooth

m1

+9.42

-12.18

-

TUC-517

HAB XIA EH02

ADU

MAM

tooth

m2

+11.21

-10.59

-4.84

TUC-518

HAB XIA EH02

ADU

MAM

tooth

c

+11.00

-11.07

-6.21

TUC-522

HAB XIA EH03

ADU

MAF

tooth

m2

+10.69

-12.10

-5.29

TUC-526-1

HAB XIA EH05

ADU

MAM

tooth

m2

+10.80

-11.32

-2.58

TUC-526-2

HAB XIA EH05

ADU

MAM

tooth

m2

+10.85

-10.94

-2.52

TUC-530

HAB XIA EH06

JUV

EC

tooth

dm1

+13.69

-11.41

-7.13

TUC-534

HAB XIA EH07

JUV

EC

tooth

dm2

+12.72

-10.43

-5.40
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APPENDIX B: TABLE OF DATA USED TO ASSESS PRESERVATION OF BONE AND
TOOTH SAMPLES.
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MEASURES OF PRESERVATION FOR ALL BONE AND TOOTH SAMPLES
Sample ID

Tissue

wt % N

wt % C

Atomic C:N

% Yield

CI (IRSF)

-

-

0.1

3.65

CO3/PO4
ratio
0.16

TUC-01-1

bone

-

TUC-01-2

bone

-

-

-

-

3.62

0.15

TUC-02

bone

-

-

-

0.1

3.47

0.17

TUC-459

bone

16.17

43.84

3.16

8.0

3.29

0.31

TUC-461

bone

14.69

40.47

3.21

2.9

3.41

0.22

TUC-462-1

bone

13.75

37.58

3.19

4.0

3.36

0.22

TUC-462-2

bone

-

-

-

-

3.17

0.20

TUC-464

bone

-

-

-

0.9

2.82

0.21

TUC-468

bone

16.21

43.88

3.16

8.3

3.20

0.26

TUC-470

bone

-

-

-

-

3.19

0.18

TUC-472

bone

14.93

40.51

3.17

4.6

3.11

0.22

TUC-474

bone

15.11

40.95

3.16

4.7

3.19

0.17

TUC-477

bone

16.42

44.40

3.15

11.3

3.70

0.33

TUC-479

bone

17.10

46.09

3.14

12.1

3.52

0.34

TUC-482

bone

17.04

45.60

3.12

6.7

3.17

0.19

TUC-484

bone

-

-

-

0.5

3.19

0.17

TUC-487

bone

-

-

-

1.3

3.37

0.14

TUC-489-1

bone

-

-

-

0.6

3.03

0.13

TUC-489-2

bone

-

-

-

-

3.47

0.12

TUC-509-1

bone

16.51

44.74

3.16

19.2

3.42

0.31

TUC-509-2

bone

16.51

44.49

3.14

19.7

-

-

TUC-512-1

bone

17.16

46.20

3.14

17.1

3.32

0.29

TUC-512-2

bone

16.66

44.34

3.11

19.3

-

-

TUC-515

bone

16.99

46.21

3.17

9.6

3.18

0.27

TUC-516

bone

16.99

45.22

3.11

11.1

3.33

0.28

TUC-519

bone

16.21

43.18

3.11

12.5

3.33

0.27

TUC-520

bone

16.99

46.17

3.17

18.7

3.37

0.34

TUC-523

bone

16.66

45.27

3.17

18.7

2.78

0.36

TUC-527

bone

16.42

44.37

3.15

17.1

3.33

0.29

TUC-528

bone

16.60

45.01

3.16

18.2

2.76

0.33

TUC-531

bone

16.56

44.98

3.17

17.7

3.11

0.28

TUC-535

bone

16.73

45.20

3.15

19.4

3.26

0.33

TUC-536

bone

16.19

43.73

3.15

13.1

3.29

0.25

TUC-538

bone

10.97

33.46

3.56

0.3

3.19

0.14

TUC-539

bone

16.37

44.62

3.18

12.3

3.44

0.15
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Sample ID

Tissue

wt % N

TUC-03

tooth

6.99

TUC-04-1

tooth

TUC-04-2

wt % C

Atomic C:N

% Yield

CI (IRSF)

C/P ratio

19.69

3.29

1.0

3.55

0.15

16.22

45.00

3.24

3.7

3.24

0.13

tooth

-

-

-

-

3.65

0.14

TUC-458CR

tooth

16.53

44.80

3.16

12.1

*3.83

0.16

TUC-458R

tooth

16.92

45.72

3.15

13.6

-

-

TUC-460

tooth

16.87

45.79

3.17

12.0

3.77

0.15

TUC-463

tooth

16.00

44.27

3.23

10.7

3.75

0.10

TUC-465

tooth

16.40

44.48

3.16

11.3

3.25

0.16

TUC-466

tooth

16.98

45.80

3.15

12.1

3.19

0.12

TUC-469

tooth

16.62

45.85

3.22

9.2

2.89

0.11

TUC-471CR

tooth

17.03

45.98

3.15

8.1

*3.29

0.13

TUC-471R

tooth

16.78

45.06

3.13

8.3

-

-

TUC-473

tooth

16.84

45.01

3.12

13.1

2.90

0.14

TUC-475-1

tooth

16.97

45.83

3.15

9.1

2.94

0.13

TUC-475-2

tooth

16.41

45.61

3.24

13.9

-

-

TUC-478

tooth

16.89

45.69

3.16

15.2

3.31

0.15

TUC-480

tooth

16.11

43.92

3.18

4.1

3.15

0.17

TUC-481

tooth

16.59

45.94

3.23

6.3

2.93

0.14

TUC-483

tooth

14.61

39.89

3.19

2.2

2.71

0.18

TUC-485

tooth

15.78

43.52

3.22

5.7

3.33

0.11

TUC-486

tooth

15.84

42.86

3.16

8.0

2.71

0.14

TUC-488

tooth

-

-

-

-

3.20

0.09

TUC-510CR

tooth

16.78

45.28

3.15

10.4

*3.22

0.15

TUC-510R

tooth

16.78

45.70

3.18

10.1

-

-

TUC-511

tooth

16.17

44.90

3.24

10.8

2.85

0.17

TUC-514-1

tooth

16.38

45.18

3.22

12.2

2.75

0.14

TUC-514-2

tooth

16.44

45.41

3.22

13.3

-

-

TUC-517

tooth

16.45

44.74

3.17

11.6

3.23

0.13

TUC-518

tooth

16.45

44.56

3.16

12.4

2.80

0.16

TUC-522

tooth

16.33

44.48

3.18

16.0

3.72

0.14

TUC-526-1

tooth

17.04

46.10

3.16

13.0

2.76

0.14

TUC-526-2

tooth

17.61

47.94

3.18

13.1

2.99

0.15

TUC-530

tooth

16.09

43.75

3.17

9.7

3.54

0.14

TUC-534

tooth

16.50

44.44

3.14

15.1

3.31

0.10

Italics indicate a sample was outside acceptable measures of preservation and not included in analysis. * Indicates a
single tooth enamel sample was analyzed using FTIR.
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